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PREFACE
Traders talk amongst themselves, not necessarily to discuss bullish or bearish market opinions, but
rather to share insights into the nature and quirkiness of this business. The mental toll trading
exacts definitely forms bonds. When we open up it is always surprising to discover the similarity of
lessons learned, experiences shared, and how we all independently arrive at the same
conclusions. Often in talking with each other we're really looking for clues into our own heads,
hoping to understand ourselves a little better.
Despite our constant pursuit of knowledge, the market itself assures there is no shortcut to
obtaining our final degree. In the end, it is experience which is our ultimate teacher and there is no
substitute. We can only choose the attitude with which we approach this process of learning to
trade. We can accept the inevitable setbacks and learn from them, or we can yield to our natural
human stubbornness and be forced to repeat the same lessons over and over again.
This book has been written by two people who have come to enjoy the process. We've both
discovered we are not the only ones to have made certain mistakes and we've also discovered the
same secrets to success ... which we hope to share with you. The single most important secret is
this: learn to listen to the markets and do not impose your own will upon them.
Every successful trader we have known has also discovered the necessity for consistency. It is the
key to everything-you must trade with a coherent methodology. You must follow a specific trading
strategy. Although this book presents multiple strategies, each and every one has the same
essential starting point: minimizing risk first, looking to maximize gains only after risk has been
defined and controlled.
Between us we have 34 years of experience as floor traders, exchange members, traders on
institutional desks, hedge fund managers, and commodity trading advisors-trading for our own
accounts the entire time. We hit it off well because our number one guiding belief is that you must,
above all, find setups and entries which minimize exposure. The profits come on their own terms.
Finally, even though we present many different patterns, you only need ONE strategy to be
prosperous. Some of the best traders are successful because they trade only one strategy.
Hopefully, all of the patterns in the manual will increase your awareness of certain market
idiosyncrasies and will serve as a confirmation of your own market observations.
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STREET SMARTS
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Yes, Virginia, you CAN make a living from trading!
In a day when global money managers are given increasing attention and funds seem to dominate
the market arena, it might be difficult to imagine that the small speculator could have much of an
edge. Has trading become a function of computer power? Have markets changed in the last
decade? How relevant is the theoretical world in the heat of battle? The truth is, a few trading tricks
and a little common sense will get you more mileage than all the books on technical analysis
combined. Ultimately, an individual can better determine support and resistance than a computer
can. And yes, the private individual has more of an edge than he knows!
This book is written for the active trader. It is a compilation of strategies that the two of us have
been trading with for the last 15 years in both equities and futures. The strategies are conceptually
simple and have been readily adopted by our friends and colleagues. This is not a book of
technical analysis. It is a manual of precise setups that have you in the market for only a limited
amount of time. Consider it to be a collection of "surgical strikes" with a distinct methodology for
managing each one'.
Each pattern identifies a distinct market condition. After all, trading should be done on only the
most recognizable and reliable patterns. Most of the setups can be traded on any market and on
any time frame.
This manual will teach you everything we know about swing trading. By swing trading we mean
monitoring the market for support and resistance levels and actively trading around those areas.
Stops are placed just beneath support or above resistance to minimize risk. You will learn to
recognize the best setups at these levels and then how to lock in profits when trades are made.
In order for you to get the most out of trading these setups, a few points need to be covered:
•

It is important to initially trade a new concept or strategy on paper. Only by seeing a pattern
over and over again will you truly feel comfortable with it. You must believe in its ability to
repeat itself. Don't be surprised if you find yourself actually becoming excited as you see the
patterns begin to set up.

•

If a pattern does not make sense to you, don't trade it. If you don't have a 100 percent belief in
it, you will not be able to overcome losing streaks.

•

All you need is one pattern to make a living! Learn first to specialize in doing one thing well. We
know two traders who do nothing but trade the "anti" pattern from a five-minute S&P chart.
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Another friend trades only "Three Little Indians" on tick charts. Traders can earn their living by
trading any one of the patterns that we present in this book.
•

Your biggest enemy in trading is going to be a directional bias, an opinion about market
direction ... whether yours, a broker's or a friend's. Shut it out! Learn to concentrate on the
"right-hand side" of the chart-in other words, on the pattern at hand.

•

One of the things you will get out of this book is an increased ability to listen to the market."
Even if a chapter does not seem to suit your personal trading style, it should at least heighten
your awareness of market action and price behavior at critical points.

•

None of these strategies is designed to be a mechanical system. Be grateful that they are not!
If they were, a large fund would come into the marketplace and exploit the edge. It is estimated
that over 90 percent of the large pools in the commodity markets are run on a mechanical
basis, systematically attempting to exploit trends. It is very difficult for these funds to move
large amounts of money on a short-term time frame. They do not have the luxury of using
resting stop-loss orders without risking adverse slippage. They cannot be as nimble as the
small speculator can-and herein lies your edge.

•

This brings us to the most important point. Initial stop loss orders are essential! Each strategy in
this book will have you entering a protective stop upon being filled. Stops are necessary for
your protection against worst-case scenarios. (Remember, we are trading on probabilities
only.) All it takes is getting sloppy once, or experiencing the "frozen rabbit syndrome" in a bad
trade, to undo the efforts of the previous 20 trades. Placing initial protective stops must
become a habit that is never broken. As you will see, in most, if not all of the examples, your
stops will risk only a small amount of money.

The patterns in this manual are organized around three distinct swing trading concepts by which
support and resistance levels are formed. They are: tests, retracements, and climax reversals. We
will elaborate on these ideas in the introductory chapter on swing trading. This will be followed by a
chapter on money management.
Chapters included under "test" setups include Turtle Soup, Turtle Soup Plus One, 80-20's, and
Momentum Pinball. Retracement patterns include sections on the Anti and two ADX trades. Lastly,
different types of climax reversals are discussed. Our favorites range from news-reversal patterns
to distinct bar chart setups.
We have also included a chapter by a friend who is a finance professor at Syracuse University We
thought you would be fascinated-as we were by the summary of his research and findings on the
secrets of longevity and profitability of top CTAs.
The appendix includes all applicable back-testing results independently conducted by the Moore
Research Center in Eugene, Oregon. These tests are included to illustrate a market's tendency;
that an edge does indeed exist. They are not meant to be mechanical systems.
Before we move on to the strategies, let's first discuss the mechanics of swing trading.
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CHAPTER 2
SWING TRADING
"Speculation, in its truest sense, calls -for anticipation.
Richard D. Wyckoff
It is important to understand the basics of swing trading to understand how our strategies work.
Since the days of Charles Dow, traders have written about two distinct methods of trading. The
first is playing for the long pull. This involves trying to determine the underlying value of a market
or security through fundamentals. A trade is then held until a revaluation takes place. This is
analogous to trend-following strategies which ultimately depend on long term economic policies
or fundamental shifts in supply and demand. The second method of trading, as described by
Dow back in 1908, was to "deal in active markets making many trades, and relying on stop loss
orders for protection." This came to be called "swing trading." Trading opportunities presented
themselves on both the long and short side, regardless of what the underlying long-term trend
was.
Swing trading is anticipating the market's next move, and asking what is the most probable
outcome. For example, if a market broke support and had a sharp move down, the strongest trade
to make would be to sell the first rally. This is because the most probable event would be for the
market to at least make a retest of the new low before it could, with any high degree of probability
be expected to reverse direction again.
The main goal of each trade is to minimize risk rather than maximize profit. Positions are managed
according to the market's behavior after we've made our trade. We can't really predict the
outcome. For example, if we are trading on a test, we don't know if it will lead to a true reversal or
just a consolidation pattern before further continuation of the preceding move. We are trying to
achieve a "headstart" in the right direction together with a chance to put in a tight stop.
Trend following gives a trade room to breathe and allows for drawdowns. Swing trading depends
on NOT riding out reactions or giving up profits already won. Trades should be exited either in the
direction of price movement or just as the price reverses. Trailing stops will lock in any profits
gained.
Trading should take advantage of extremes in price action, high volume, and liquidity. All the
patterns in this book are designed to capture profits in active market conditions. We will teach you
to seek out emotional extremes in the marketplace, and then show how to identify the difference
between smart money and late-public buying/selling.
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The strongest pattern in swing trading is trading on tests of previous highs or lows. These tests
form a "double stop point," and offer ail excellent trade entry location with the least risk of loss. A
low test at which to
EXHIBIT 2.1 "Double Stop Point"

go long can make either a slightly higher or lower low, but support cannot be established until there
has been a test! It is after a successful test (that is, the market has tested a previous high or low
and stopped there again), that many of our setup patterns occur.
The second type of trade is made by entering on a reaction or retracement. This is "buying a
higher low" in a sequence of higher lows and higher highs (or selling a lower high in a series of
lower lows and lower highs). In this case there will only be a single stop point, but since the trade is
entered in the direction of the prevailing trend, no test should be required.
EXHIBIT 2.2 "Single Stop Point in a Trend
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The final type of trade is a climax or exhaustion pattern.
The most successful climax trades will occur in a high volatility environment, and AFTER the
market has already reversed. You must see the "climax stop point" already in place before you
enter your position! If your entry is correct, the market should move favourably almost immediately.
Swing trading is also learning to ANTICIPATE one of these three types of plays. With the majority
of patterns in this book, resting orders can be placed ahead of time, so it is not necessary to watch
every tick. However, over time, you should find that your tape reading skill (your ability to follow the
market's action) has become greatly refined!

EXHIBIT 2.3 "Climax Stop Point

Here are some of the other basic tenets of swing trading:
•

Stay in one time frame! Yes, it is important to be aware of the big picture, but it should not
affect where you get into or out of a trade or how you manage it. Don't turn short-term scalps
into "big picture" trades.

•

When in doubt, get out! If the market goes dull and quiet after you enter a trade and makes no
progress in the direction of your entry, do not wait until your stop is hit. Just get out! Seek a
more active market or better trading opportunity. All of the strategies in this book should
reward you immediately. If they don't, it is likely your trade will turn into a losing one.

•

Don't trade in quiet, dull markets. Dow, Livermore, Rhea, Taylor, Gann-all the greats say this
over and over. There must be activity and liquidity in order to trade profitably.
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•

Don't carry losing positions overnight. Exit and try entering at a more favorable level the next
day.

•

If the market offers you a windfall profit on a trade, lock it in! (Windfall means a much bigger
profit than anticipated.) Take profits on half or all of the position. Trail an extremely tight stop
on any balance!

•

Finally, remember that both in short-term trading and mechanical systems, the distribution of
winners is skewed. Most of a month's profits might come from only two or three big trades.
Much of the time the individual profits may seem small, but more importantly the losses should
be small, too.

It is vitally important to lock in" the best trades. Be defensive and don't give back profits when
swing trading!
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CHAPTER 3
MONEY MANAGEMENT
"Take every gain without showing remorse about missed profits, because an eel
may escape sooner than you think. "
Joseph de la Vega,
1688, in an early
manual on trading.
Every trading strategy in this manual is absolutely 100 percent useless without proper money
management. We can tell you story after story of very talented traders who blew up because of
one or two bad trades. It happened to both of us early in our careers! In our opinion, the
overwhelming reason that traders win or lose is not because of their entry method, but because of
their money management skills.
By "money management" we simply mean keeping losses and drawdowns to an absolute minimum
while making the most of opportunities for profit.
As important as money management is to all investors, it is even more important to short-term
traders. Unlike long-term trend followers, short~ term traders rarely make a large sum of money on
any one trade. Therefore, unlike the trend follower who tolerates a large drawdown in exchange for
the possibility of hitting a home run, the short-term trader
must keep his losses to a minimum to ensure his survival. If you keep your losses to a minimum on
every trade, you will have 80 percent of the battle won.
All of the patterns in this book follow the same method of money management. The following
principles will ensure your success in any type of short-term trading!
1.

Enter the entire position at once! This means that if you trade in multiple contracts, put on
the whole position at the same time. Do not add to winning positions.

2.

Place an initial protective stop on the entire position one or two ticks below the most recent
high or low. (The market should not come back to this defined support /resistance level, or
"risk point!") The exact timing to exit a trade is a subjective matter. What is not subjective is
the initial protective stop.

3.

Immediately look to scale out of your trade as the market moves in your direction. By taking
some of the trade off, you are decreasing your risk and locking in profits. If you are trading
on a one-contract basis, as you should if you are a beginner, move your resting stop to
protect any gains.
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4.

Important-if the market starts to move parabolically or has a range expansion move, take
profits on the entire position. This is very likely climax!
A range-expansion move is a very large trading bar caused by the last of the market's
participants (the emotional latecomers) dog piling into the market. When this last group of
traders has entered, there is nobody. left to come in to continue to drive prices up or down.

LARRY:
When I learned to tighten my stops on parabolic moves, I became a more profitable trader. At
those times I want the market to take me out before I give back my profits.
LINDA:
When I'm fortunate in catching that type of move, I want to get out in the direction of the trade. That
way I at least have the potential for positive slippage. I know there is liquidity, and there are other
people willing to take the trade off my hands.
LARRY:
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The point is that we are both actively looking to get OUT of the trade and take profits, not looking
to add!
LINDA:
Sometimes what happens with a great winning trade is that it feels so good to be in it that we stop
thinking about where to take profits. Instead we're thinking, how come I didn't put on a bigger
position? This, of course, is most likely the perfect time to be exiting. A friend of mine who has
been a professional trader for 20 years has a wonderful saying: 'When the ducks quack, feed
them." In other words, when everybody wants something, that's probably the perfect spot to sell it
to them. The price has already been bid way up. Emotions drive the markets to extremes, and
these extremes are the ideal spot to exit our trades.
LARRY:
No matter how long you trade, you'll never do it perfectly. Case in point. A friend of mine is a
retired market wizard. This man has made over $100 million trading futures. He told me that his
biggest weakness was that he never mastered his exit strategy!
This trader might have been unhappy about the few times he got out too soon, but obviously it was
the right way to trade judging from his profits' Maybe there is no such thing as the perfect exit
strategy, but you have to lock in profits when they're there, even if it means getting stopped out
prematurely on a small reaction.
LINDA:
People tend to focus on the one out of 20 times they really did leave money on the table and not
look at all the other trades where getting out was the right thing to do.
The only thing you should look at is how much a winning trade added to your bottom line. This is
exactly the mindset of successful floor traders!
Ultimately, the way to minimize risk is to be in the market the shortest amount of time. The longer
you are in the market, the more exposure you have to "price shocks" or unexpected adverse
moves. As the markets get noisier and noisier, there are more frequent reactions. If you don't take
your profits when you have them the market will usually take them back.
You must also learn to do your own thinking and have self-reliance. If you ever have to ask
someone else's opinion on a trade, you shouldn't be in it.
LARRY:
I learned that very lesson in 1987. I became very sick with a mental illness known as "Guru-itis."
This affliction occurs when a normal, somewhat intelligent individual loses all sense of his abilities
and becomes subservient to someone he believes is of greater power. In my case, I became a
willing follower of a market guru who had accurately predicted the bull market move of 1984-1987.
In late August 1987, with the Dow at all time highs (2700 range), my guru told his disciples that a
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grand-supercycle move would bring the Dow up another 700-800 points in a short time.
Up until that point in my life, I had been fairly conservative in my personal finances and was lucky
enough to have accumulated a comfortable amount of money. After my guru made his
pronouncement via a newsletter, I immediately took a piece of paper and began plotting my course
to riches. I divided 800 points (the expected grand-supercycle move) by 8 (the approximate
amount of Dow points needed to move the OEX index up or down one point) and came up with the
number 100. I then quickly multiplied 100 times $100 (the amount of money one OEX option
increases in value on a per point move) and came up with $10,000.
Then I really became excited. If my guru's predictions came true, I would make $10,000 for every
OEX contract I owned. The next day I did what every good disciple should do. I began
aggressively buying OEX calls. September calls, October calls, multiple strike price calls-you name
it, I bought it. Within a few days, nearly 30 percent of my net worth was in these calls. I remember
being so excited at the amount of money I was going to make that I could not sleep at night.
Coincidentally, at that time, my wife (who was five months pregnant with our first child) and I had
scheduled a two-week vacation on the island of Maui. The morning we boarded the plane the
market was up about 15 points, just as my guru said it would be. The six-hour flight was the
longest flight in my life. I couldn't wait to land to find out how many thousands of dollars (tens or
hundreds?) I had made that day. When we arrived at our hotel, I called my secretary to get the
good news. The conversation went something like this:
ME:
Carmel, was the market up 50 points today or did it go up 100?
CARMEL:
(silence)
ME:
Come on, Carmel, give me the good news.
CARMEL:
Down 52 for the day, LARRY:
ME:
Sure, Carmel. No really ... how much did it go up?
CARMEL:
Larry, I'm not kidding.
ME:
Quote me the prices on my options, Carmel.
CARMEL:
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(She quotes the prices of the options).
ME:
Sh-t!
I mumbled good-bye to my secretary and immediately called my guru's hotline, "Not to worry'' said
the main man. 'The grand-supercycle high predicted for the near future is still intact." Even though I
had taken a beating for the day, I began my vacation assured that riches were just around the
corner.
The next day, my wife and I spent the morning looking at condos in Maui. I figured every
28-year-old, soon-to-be-millionaire trader should own at least one. By the time we had finished our
house hunting expedition, the markets were closed for the day, and I called my secretary again for
the quotes.
CARMEL:
I have good news and bad news.
ME:
Give me the bad news.
CARMEL:
The market lost another nine points today.
ME:
What the hell is the good news?
CARMEL:
It was down more than 35 points earlier.
This time, I didn't mumble anything. I immediately hung up the phone and called the guru's hotline. Once
again, he assured us that the grand supercycle was still intact. (I believe psychiatrists refer to this as
"denial.") To make a long story short, this scenario took place day after day. What should have been a very
relaxing vacation turned into 14 days of misery. (We all know what happened to the market shortly
thereafter.)

The message from us is this: do not let your decisions be swayed by the predictions of gurus and
experts. By following your own counsel and only trading the strategies that you are comfortable
with will you be able to avoid situations like the above story and maximize your abilities as a trader.
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PART ONE TESTS
CHAPTER 4
TURTLE SOUP

The Turtle Soup' pattern typifies the basic testing concept in swing trading, It is a volatile pattern
with the potential for substantial gains. It is initially not as easy to trade as it looks, but the
reversals that follow through indicate a potential change in trend of significant duration, and a very
tight risk point is predefined.
Before looking at the rules for this pattern, let's talk about its background. In the 1980s, a group of
traders known as the Turtles used a system that basically employed a 20-day breakout of prices. A
four-week price breakout was also earlier popularized by Richard Donchian as a standard trend following
strategy. If prices made a new 20-day high, one would buy; if prices made a new 20-day low, one would
sell. It tends to work in the long run if traded on a large basket of markets because there are high odds
that something unusual will occur in a market somewhere, such as a Persian Gulf War (crude oil), or a
freeze (coffee). The system is very dependent on capturing an extraordinary event or significant trend.
However it also tends to have very large drawdowns and a low win-loss ratio due to the significant
number of false breakouts. This is where the Turtle Soup opportunity lies!

The name of this strategy should not be construed as disrespect for the Turtles or anyone
trading the turtle system. Some friends humorously called this pattern Turtle Soup, and the
name has stuck.

Our method is to identify those times when a breakout is false and to climb aboard for the reversal.
Many times, when the market is trending strongly, the false breakouts will be short lived. However,
a handful of times the reversals are intermediate~ to long-term trend reversals that lead to
spectacular gains.
Like every other strategy presented in this manual, this is not a mechanical system. The trade
must be managed according to the money management rules outlined in the preceding chapter.
Due to the liveliness of the market action around these 20~day high and low points, you should
watch for them to set up so as to anticipate the volatility and subsequent trading opportunity.
Here are the rules:
FOR BUYS (SELLS ARE REVERSED)
1.

Today must make a new 20-day low-the lower the better.
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2.

The previous 20-day low must have occurred at least four trading sessions earlier. This is
very important.

3.

After the market falls below the prior 20-day low, place an entry buy stop 5-10 ticks above
the previous 20-day
low. This buy stop is good for today only.

4.

If the buy stop is filled, immediately place an initial good-till -cancelled sell stoploss one tick
under today's low.

5.

As the position becomes profitable, use a trailing stop to prevent giving back profits. Some of
these trades will last two to three hours and some will last a few days. Due to the volatility
and the noise at these 20-day high and
low points, each market behaves differently.

6.

Re-entry Rule: If you are stopped out on either day one or day two of the trade, you may reenter on a buy Stop at your original entry price level (day one and day two only). By doing
this, you should increase your profitability by a small amount.

Let's look at a handful of examples from 1995.
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1.

On September 29, the market makes a new 20-period high and reverses. The previous
20-day high was 592.25, made on September 20, which is at least four previous trading
sessions from today. We go short at 592.00, five ticks under the September 20 high. Our
initial protective stop is placed at 592.65, one tick above today's high.

2.

The market trades to as low as 582.00 two days later. A trailing stop assures us of locking in
a large portion of the profits.

3.

October 10, a 20-period low and a reversal. The previous 20-day low was made on
September 27 at 579.20. Our buy stop placed five ticks above the September 27 low is filled
and we are long. An initial protective sell stop is placed at 575.45, one tick below today's
low. As the position becomes profitable, we will of course, move our stop up quickly.

4.

The market rallies sharply over the next few trading sessions, taking the index to above the
591 level, 12 points above our entry.

5.

A losing trade. The market makes a new 20-period high and reverses. We are filled at
592.35, five ticks under the previous 20~day high made on September 29. A protective buy
stop is placed one tick above today's high of 593.40.

6.

We are stopped out near the close for a loss of 1.05 points (plus slippage and commission).

7.

A new 20-day low. The previous low was at least four trading sessions earlier. As the
market reverses, we are filled five ticks above the October 10 low. Our sell stop is initially
placed one tick below today's low.

8.

The market rallies more than 16 points in five trading sessions!
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EXHIBIT 4.2 Bonds-September 1995

1.

July 7, 1995, bonds make a new 20-period high and reverse. The previous 20-day high was
made at least four trading sessions earlier (6/23) at 115-30. We go short in the 115-25
range with a protective stop one tick above today's high of 116-06.

2.

Bonds begin a gradual sell-off that leads to a parabolic drop on July 19. As we mentioned in
our introduction, whenever this type of extended range move occurs, we tighten our stops
since many times such price action signals the end of a move. In this example, bonds drop
over five points from our entry point.
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EXHIBIT 4.3 Copper-December 1995

1.

October 30, 1995, a new 20-period low and reversal_ The previous low was made at least
four trading sessions earlier on October 19 at 120.80. We go long in the 121.05 area with a
protective stop at 119.95, one tick below today's low.

2.

The market rallies more than 10 cents in a week.
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EXHIBIT 4.4 Hewlett-Packard (HWP)-1995

1.

Hewlett-Packard makes a new 20-period low and reverses. The previous 20-period low was
made at least four trading sessions earlier. We go long in the 72 1/2 area. (Please note for
equities-we enter a Turtle Soup set-up approximately 1/8 of a point below or above the
20-period high or low.) Our protective sell stop is placed 1/8 of a point under today's low of
711/2.

2.

Over the next two weeks, HWP rallies more than 15 percent.
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EXHIBIT 4.5 Yen-September 1995

1.

A 20-period high. The previous 20-period high was made on May 8, which is at least four
trading sessions earlier. After the market makes a new high, it reverses under the May 8
high and we are short Our protective buy stop is initially placed at 123.26, one tick above
today's high.

2.

A parabolic drop to under 119. When we see this type of sharp sell-off, we tighten our stops
immediately to assure locking in our profit
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EXHIBIT 4.6 Coffee-July 1995

1.

The market makes a new 20-period high and reverses. The previous 20-period high is at
least four trading sessions earlier.

2.

A very sharp sell-off- (Please note that this is where trading this pattern becomes difficult.)
On March 14, the market opens approximately 12 points(!) under our fill from two days
earlier. As you can see, it immediately rallies sharply higher. It would be imprudent to allow
such a large profit to dissipate. Even though the sell-off resumed over the next few days, it
is safe to assume we would be out of the position.
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EXHIBIT 4.7 Natural Gas-September 1995

1.

August 3, 1995, natural gas makes a 20-period low and reverses. Our buy stop is filled in
the 1.400 range and our initial protective sell-stop is placed one tick below today's low.

2.

The market rallies sharply taking prices to above the 1.570 area within six-trading sessions.

LINDA:
Larry, how did you come up with the Turtle Soup strategy?
LARRY:
It came about over a matter of time. I attempted (unsuccessfully) to trade breakouts of momentum
growth stocks as taught by William O'Neill in Investors Business Daily. I was frustrated, though, at
how many times I got stopped out before a big move occurred. And being a short-term, high
percentage trader I didn't enjoy the drawdowns. Also, I had read the Turtles' methodology and
learned their system was also plagued by false breakouts.
LINDA:
So, you created a methodology to take advantage of the false breakouts.
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LARRY:
That's right. It is a structured method to trade failure tests. One of the drawbacks of this pattern
though, is that you will have periods where you can get a large number of 20day highs/lows that do
not reverse. This is time consuming and frustrating. On average, though, about 15-20 trades
across 30 futures markets will occur per month. I also look for this pattern on equities.
LINDA:
It appears you're not the only one looking at these points. My office has monitored these levels for
years. What do you advise people to do about the volatility?
LARRY:
This strategy requires rigid stop methods. Many times you are entering markets that are going
through strong trending periods and after a short correction, the trend continues.
LINDA:
So, you trade this method for only a few days?
LARRY:
Yes, and this is where it gets subjective. This setup has the potential for longer-term, spectacular
gains. Because I trade on a short-term horizon, though, I never fully participate in these larger
moves. I am comfortable taking a good profit for a few days' work. Those individuals with longer
term time frames may want to look at this setup as one that can occasionally provide them with
substantial profits. This can also be done with options, but that is not what I do.
LINDA:
Are you saying then that as your position becomes more profitable over a few days, your stops
become tighter and tighter?
LARRY:
Exactly. I am looking to lock in profits whenever possible. I don't look back and concern myself
whether or not I missed an eventual big move.
Now let's look at the Turtle Soup Plus One pattern.
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CHAPTER 5
TURTLE SOUP PLUS ONE

The Turtle Soup Plus One setup is almost identical to the Turtle Soup setup, except it occurs one
day later. It too, can be traded in all markets and in all time frames. We are looking for the market
to make a new intermediate-term high/low and then reverse the following day
With so many trend-following /breakout players in the investment arena, the rewards are large
when a breakout fails and reverses. This is especially true if the market has given players a
chance to add on to existing positions. This pattern is also profitable because some players only
enter on a close outside a new 20-day high/low. Thus, the market has trapped even more
participants.
Here are the rules:
FOR BUYS (SELLS ARE REVERSED)
1.

The market makes a new 20-day low. The previous 20-bar low must have been made at
least three trading sessions earlier. The close of the new low (day one) must be at or below
the previous 20-bar low

2.

An entry buy stop is placed the next day (day two) at the earlier 20 day low. If you are not
filled on day two, the trade is cancelled.

3.

If filled, place a protective sell stop one tick under the lower of the day-one low or the
day-two low.

4.

Take partial profits within two to six bars and trail a stop on the balance of your position.
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Let's now walk through some examples.
The Turtle Soup Plus One setup identified the 1994 high for bonds.
EXHIBIT 5.1 Bonds-March 1994

1.

March bonds make a 20-period high. If they trade tomorrow under the previous 20-period
high made on January 12, we will go short.

2.

Bonds open at 117-09 and we are short. We place our initial protective stop at 117-29, one
tick above the previous day's high.

3.

Like the Turtle Soup strategy, this is where it gets subjective. Bonds have a strong intraday
rally and reverse. This reversal takes prices to as low as 111 1/2 over the next two weeks.
Because the two of us are short-term traders, we would have locked in our profits on
February 4, missing the larger move.
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EXHIBIT 5.2 Soybeans-july 1995

1.

April 11, 1995, soybeans close at a new 20-period high. If they trade under the previous 20period high made March 20, we will look to go short.

2.

Soybeans open under the previous 20-period high and we are short. Our protective sell stop
is one tick above yesterday's high of 604.

3.

The sell-off is significant. Soybeans lose over 25 cents in four trading sessions. Note the
sharp sell-off on April 13. After a day like this, you may want to lighten your position or
tighten your stops more than usual to take advantage of the move.
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EXHIBIT 5.3 S&P 500-December 1994

1.

New 20-bar high and a close above the previous period's high.

2.

A sell stop is placed at 473.75 which is the 20-day high made on 10/13.

3.

Four trading days later the market is 12 points lower.
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EXHIBIT 5.4 Delta Airlines (DAL)-1995

1.

New highs (caused by record earnings).

2.

Sell short at 79 7/8. Stop at 811/4.

3.

3. 5+ points lower in a few days.
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EXHIBIT 5.5 Texas Instruments (TXN)-1995

1.

20-bar high.

2.

Sell short in the 79 7/8 area.

3.

A 14-point gain in nine days.

The Turtle Soup and Turtle Soup Plus One strategies work in all time frames. Here are two
examples using 10-minute bars. Please note: When we trade the strategies intraday, we
enter at the previous 20-bar high(low) minus(plus) one tick.
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EXHIBIT 5.6 Bonds-10-Minute

1.

A 20-bar low.

2.

The next bar trades above the previous 20-bar low (made in the first 20 minutes of trading).

3.

The market rallies 1 1/2 points in less than three hours.
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EXHIBIT 5.7 S&P 500-10-Minute

1.

A 20-bar high that reverses back into the previous 20-bar high. Sell at 604.75 with a
protective stop at 605.15, one tick above the day's high (total risk is .40 points plus slippage
and commission).

2.

The market closes nearly three points under our entry.

LINDA:
Larry, this strategy obviously evolved from Turtle Soup.
LARRY:
Yes, when I started researching Turtle Soup, I noticed that a good percentage of the reversals
occurred one day after the 20-day high/low.
LINDA:
Why do you think that happens?
LARRY:
I can only guess that the second day gets the last of the momentum players in. If they are the last
players to buy or sell, the reversals become even greater.
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LINDA:
That means more players need to liquidate their positions if they are wrong.
LARRY:
Yes. Also, I like this setup because it is easier to monitor than Turtle Soup. As you can see from
the examples in the Turtle Soup chapter, some of the 20-day highs/lows were made with no
warning. With Turtle Soup Plus One you know the evening before if a setup exists.
LINDA:
It's easier to do your homework at night.
LARRY:
That's right. However, as with the Turtle Soup strategy, the one drawback is the number of times
you will identify markets making 20-bar highs/lows that do not reverse the next day
LINDA:
Do you trail your stops as aggressively as with Turtle Soup?
LARRY:
Yes, the volatility is just as great, and I want to ensure myself of locking in profits whenever they
exist.
The Turtle Soup setups are two of the most exciting patterns we trade. By identifying these setups,
you are potentially putting yourself in the position to participate in some very significant reversals.
Even if you do not trade this strategy on a regular basis, we highly recommend you at least make a
habit of monitoring these 20-period levels.
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CHAPTER 6
80-20's
The 80-20's is a strategy we use for day trading. Many of our readers may. already be familiar with
The Taylor Trading Technique, which is a reference manual for swing trading. Simply stated,
Taylor's method implies that markets move with a natural rhythm that is made up of a buy day, sell
day, and sell short day This pattem is further evidenced by the research done at the Moore
Research Center by Steve Moore.
Steve profiled days that closed in the top 10 percent of their range for the day. He then tested for
the percentage of times the market exceeded the profiled day's high the following day and the
percentage of times it actually closed higher. His research showed that when a market closed in
the top/bottom 10 percent of its range, it had a 80-90 percent chance of follow-through the next
morning but actually closed higher/lower only 50 percent of the time. This implies that there is a
good chance of a midday reversal.
How could a methodology be created that would profit from this reversal phenomenon? Derek
Gipson, a fellow trader, noticed that the market has an even higher likelihood of reversing if the
setup bar opened in the opposite end of the daily range, so we added a prequalification that the
1 The Taylor Trading Technique, Gears Douglass Taylor.
market must open in the lower 20 percent of its daily range. Then to create more trading
opportunities, we dropped the closing range function down from 90 percent to 80 percent. This did
not affect the overall profitability. If the market opened in the lower 20 percent of its daily range and
closed in the upper 80 percent of its daily range, a sell setup would be indicated for the next day
(and vice versa for buys).
Finally, as with all of the strategies presented, night data are ignored. The range should be created
from day-session data only.
Here are the rules:
FOR BUYS (SELLS ARE REVERSED)
1.

Yesterday the market opened in the top 20 percent of its daily range and closed in the lower
20 percent of its daily range.

2.

Today the market must trade at least 5-15 ticks below yesterday's low This is a guideline.
The exact amount is left to your discretion.

3.

An entry buy stop is then placed at yesterday's low. Upon being filled, place an initial
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protective stop near the low extreme of today.
Move the stop up to lock in accrued profits. This trade is a day trade only.
To give you a better feel for this strategy, let's look at a few examples.
EXHIBIT 6.1 Bonds-December 1995-15-Minute

1.

October 26, 1995, bonds opened in the upper 20 percent of their range and closed in the
bottom 20 percent of their range.

2.

Today's bonds trade at least five ticks below yesterday's low and reverse. We go long at
11608 and the market rallies 3/4 point.
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EXHIBIT 6.2 Cotton-December 1995-15-Minute

1.

October 6, 1995, cotton opens in the top part of its range and closes the bottom 20 percent.

2.

The next day cotton trades at least five ticks below the previous days low and reverses. We
go long at 85.80 with our stop in the 85.50 ran The market proceeds to rise over 200 points
by the dose. (Remember this is a scalping strategy that exploits the daily reversal tendency
of the previous day's pattem. Large profits from 80-20's are the exception, not the rule.)
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EXHIBIT 6.3 Soybeans-January 1996-15-Minute

1. On November 9, soybeans open in the top of their range and close near the bottom.
2. The next morning they trade at least five ticks under the previous day's low and reverse. Our
buy stop at the previous day's low of 682 is filled. A protective sell stop is placed in the 677
area. Beans trade sideways and then move nearly nine cents higher. A stop is trailed
appropriately to capture the gains.
LARRY:
80-20's are low-risk setups for day traders. When the bar following an 80-20 bar takes out the
previous day's high/low and then reverses, it represents a failure test of the high or low. This is
always one of the strongest places to put a stop. The buying from the previous day has exhausted
itself, and the latecomers (weak hands) cannot sustain the move.
LINDA:
This pattern does not necessarily have any long-term implications. It will, though, capture Taylor's
market rhythm of one to two day setbacks. It represents a classic short-term swing trade.
LARRY:
Again, this is not a mechanical system. We just want to take advantage of the times the market
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loses steam and reverses. Another filter one may wish to look at is the size of the setup bar.
LINDA:
That's right. I especially like to look for reversals after bars that have a larger than normal daily
range.
LARRY:
With correct money management and stop placement, you can make this a profitable part of your
day-trading methodology.
Tables are given in the Appendix that show all of Steve Moore's original research. As you can see,
80-20's capitalize on the market's high tendency for reversal, and this sets up a high probability
short-term trade.
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CHAPTER 7
MOMENTUM PINBALL
One of the most confusing aspects of Taylor's trading technique is knowing whether it's a buy day
or a sell short day Taylor kept a very mechanical book, but even so he made trades which seemed
out of sequence. He would actually short on a buying day, except then he would change the name
to "buying day high made first!" This is not very helpful to traders trying to learn his technique. The
"Momentum Pinball will automatically tell you if you should be buying or shorting the next day, As
with the 80-20's pattern, there is no long-term directional significance to this indicator. However for
short-term (one- to two day) flips, it can't be beat.
There are lots of tricks one can do with short-term rates of change. This Pattern uses a one-period
rate of change or "momentum" function. This is simply, the difference between today's close and
yesterday's close. (i.e., if today;,, closing price was 592 and yesterday's closing price was 596, the
difference is -4.) A three-period RSI of this one period change is calculated. (Most software
charting packages allow the user to do studies on studies in just this way.)
Here are the rules:
BUY SETUP
1.

Plot a three-period RSI of a one-period rate of change (the daily net change). We refer to
this as an LBR/RSI.

2.

Day one is determined by an LBR/RSI value of less than 30.

3.

On day two, place a buy stop above the HIGH of the first hour's trading range.

4.

Upon being filled, place a resting sell stop at the low of the first hour's range to protect your
trade. The market should not come back to this point.

5.

If the trade does get stopped out, it can be re-entered on a buy stop at the original price. It is
rare that this situation occurs, but when it does it is profitable to reenter the trade.

6.

If the trade closes with a profit, carry it overnight.

Exit on morning follow-through the next day (day three). Be sure to exit this trade by the close of
the next day. Taylor would look to exit a long trade "just above the high of the previous day."
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SELL SETUP
The rules for shorting are the opposite of the buy rules. Day one is determined by an RSI value
greater than 70. Place a sell stop below the LOW of the first hour's trading range. A protective stop
should always be placed AT the extreme of the bar of entry and then trailed to protect any accrued
profits.
The following examples should help clarify this strategy.
EXHIBIT 7.1 S&P-December 1995

1.

Yesterday's LBR/RSI close below 30 gave us our first buy signal on the chart. We enter a
long position on a breakout of the first hour's range. The trade closes with a profit so we
carry it overnight. The next morning the market gaps up and we look to take profits on the
trade.

2.

On the first sell setup on the chart, we are pulled into a short trade on a penetration of the
first hour's low. The market closes on the low for the day so we carry the trade home
overnight. The next morning the market gaps lower and we take profits on our short sale.

3.

This is another perfect buy example. Notice how many times the market gaps in our favor
when we carry a profitable trade home overnight.

4.

On this buy example we are pulled into a long trade that does not close as strongly as the
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first two buy examples. The market closes flat and we carry the trade home overnight. We
exit the next day with a small profit. As you can see on points 2 and 4, it is best to exit this
trade the following day instead of turning it into a longer-term trade.
5.

On this day we had a sell setup from the previous day's reading above 70. However, the
market never traded below its first hour's range. Consequently, our sell stop was not hit and
no trade was taken.

6.

Points 6, 8, and 10, are trades taken from the long side. All trades were profitable and
should have been exited the following day.

7.

Here is a trade we entered on the short side on a breakout of the first hour's range. The
market actually rallied back at the end of the day and our trade closed flat. However, the
market still closed below its opening price and we were not stopped out. We hold the
position overnight and the market gaps in our favor the next day by over two points.

8.

Another sell setup (point 9) but our short entry was not hit. The market did not make a lower
low off the first hour's range but instead rallied and closed on its high. This is a perfect
example of why we enter on a breakout of the first hour's trading range. We must have
confirmation that the market is moving in the direction of our signal to enter this trade.
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EXHIBIT 7.2 IBM 1995

This method works equally well with equities. It is important to select markets with a good average
daily range. Otherwise the spread between your entry and exit the following day will be too small,
as in point A at the beginning of the chart.
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EXHIBIT 7.3 Orange Juice-November 1995

The arrows on this chart show the days where trades would have been taken. Study the examples
and note how most of the trades only last one or two days. Do not overstay your welcome using
this technique!
Let's look again at the reasons why this trade works so well. First, the day-one setup indicates an
exhaustion of buyers/sellers, just as the 8020's setup does. This is because the momentum
indicator functions as a minor overbought/ oversold indicator. Second, we are waiting for
confirmation that the market is moving in our direction by entering on a first hour breakout. Quite
often the market makes a reversal in the first hour, hits the buy/sell stop, and then moves in our
favor for the rest of the day. This reversal tends to be a test of the previous day's high/low.
Over the years we have learned that if a trade closes in our favor, we should hold it overnight. The
probabilities favor a bit more follow through the next day.
LINDA:
This strategy has turned into one of my most consistent trading patterns. Like the Turtle Soup Plus
One, it's an easy one to setup the night before.
LARRY:
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What's nice about this overall pattern is that you've identified the times the market has become
overbought or oversold on a two to three day basis. I've noticed that there's some overlap between
this setup and the 80-20's bars, yet they both test out independently and have different entry
techniques.
LINDA:
Yes, it's nice to have an overall structure in place instead of putting oneself in a "reactive" mode
and getting caught up in too much market noise and crosscurrents. That's usually when you're
most likely to get sloppy and forget to put in a resting stop or to hold a marginal trade too many
days. "Hope" can be a trader's worst enemy
LARRY:
You're right. Good habits are everything. Some of these patterns might seem simple, but you must
create a methodology for trading them and learn to use trailing stops. Also, it's very important to
identify extremes where you have the highest probability of a good reversal.
LINDA:
Lastly, it's important to keep one's profit expectations low. That way you'll be pleasantly surprised
when the good reversals occur. It's sort of like fishing. You keep dropping your line in the water,
catching little minnows, and once in awhile you will catch a big fish! This is what Momentum Pinball
is all about.
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CHAPTER 8
2-PERIOD ROC

This chapter should really be titled "Pinball-Part 2!" Instead of using a one-period rate of change,
we are going to use a 2-period rate of change. We will then calculate a short term pivot point to tell
us when the 2-period rate of change is going to flip from a buy to a sell or vice versa. This pivot
then tells us whether we want to go home long or short by the close on a fresh signal change. It is
best used in conjunction with Taylor's swing trading methodology.
Before we continue, let's review the main principles of Taylor's trading technique.
Taylor observed that the market tended to make a swing high or swing low every two to three
days. The market would alternate between this buying pressure and selling pressure, which could
then be captured by entering a position on one day and taking it off the next. Thus, a market could
be traded back and forth systematically regardless of the overall trend or fundamental outlook.
Taylor labelled the days as a "buy" day "sell'' day, or "sell short" day, and gave each one specific
rules for entry.
We are going to concentrate on the rules for a buy day and a sell short day. A buy day sets up
after the market has sold off for one to two days. (In a downtrend, the market might need one more
additional day to sell off.)
The ideal buy day opens on its low and closes on its high. In the morning, a buy day should find
support at the previous day's low. Sometimes it will make a slightly higher low or a lower low, but
this test (i.e., the low made first on the buy day) is what defines the support level. This then allows
us to see our risk point where we can place a protective stop and to enter a long position.
After a buy day entry, we monitor the market to see if it closes higher than its opening. If it does,
we will carry the trade home overnight. The market should not make new lows in the afternoon
after we bought it. If it does, we will be stopped out since our morning support stop will have been
penetrated. If the trade is a winner, we will look to exit the next day. The ideal spot to exit is above
the high of our entry day. The trade is trying to take advantage of the tendency for morning
follow-through as demonstrated in the test profiles we looked at for the 80-20's days.
On a sell-short day, the market should make its highs first in the morning. The previous day's high
is the resistance level that the sell-short day then tests. The sell-short day does not have to exceed
the previous day's high; it may make a lower high. If the market makes a morning test of the
previous day's high and reverses, we will go short "at the market and put a stop just above this test
point. If the trade closes with a profit, we carry the trade home overnight and look to exit the
following day. If it starts to make new highs in the afternoon, our stop will take us out. The market
will then probably close higher and it would be better to try, shorting the market the next day
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(hopefully at higher levels) than to carry a losing trade home overnight.
This is the essence of Taylor's trading method. The most important concepts are looking for
morning tests (just as in Turtle Soup), and trading off morning reversals (just as the 8020's bars
do). Concentrating on just one entry or exit each day is much easier psychologically than day
trading which has the stress of monitoring both the entry and the exit on the same day. Carrying
winning trades home overnight is a good habit you should form. What is amazing are the additional
profits which can be made playing for the next morning's follow-through.
The biggest obstacle people have in using Taylor's methodology is figuring out which day should
be a buying day and which one should be a shorting day. As we've said, Taylor kept a rigid
mechanical trading book, but he also had all sorts of quirky rules for shorting on buying days and
vice versa. We do not want to get that complicated.
Voila le 2-period rate-of-change! A short-term pivot point can be calculated which will tell us when
the 2-period rate of change is going to change direction. We want to be long by the close if the
price is trading above this pivot point and short by the close if the price is below this pivot point. We
will then look to exit the next day.
This is how you calculate the short-term pivot point for the 2-period rate of change:
1.

Subtract today's close from the close two days ago (not yesterday but the day before). Thus,
close (day one) - close (day three) equals the 2-period rate of change.

2.

Add this number to yesterday's closing price (day two).

3.

This will be our short-term pivot number. We want to go home long if we have been on a sell
signal and the price then closes above this pivot number. We will look to short if the 2-period
rate of change flips from a buy to a sell and the price is going to close below the short-term
pivot number.

This is what a worksheet would look like:
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Let's walk through the calculation. The difference between the close on 11-1 (588.25) and the
close two days ago on 10-30 (586.70) was 1.55. This number is added to the close on 10-31 to
come up with a short-term pivot of 585.40 which will be used to monitor the close on 11-2. Since
the signal was already long" coming into 11-2, we would only be looking to go short on a close
below the pivot. The next day, 11-2, the price closed at 592.35-higher than the pivot-so, we did not
go home short. On 11-3, the price closed at 592.50-below the previous day's pivot of 596.60 and a
new short signal. Thus we would go home short, looking to exit the next day.
Let's look at some chart examples and observe how this indicator highlights the two to three day
market cycles.
EXHIBIT 8.1 S&P-December 1994

The arrows on the chart show the days where the 2-period rate of change reversed direction. If you
had entered on the close of a fresh "flip" and exited on the close the following day, you would have
been profitable on 8 out of 11 trades. Although we do not recommend trading this way on a
mechanical basis, you can see how this is a useful tool for deciding whether you want to be a
buyer or a seller the next day.
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EXHIBIT 8.2 Soybeans-November 1995

In both discretionary trading and mechanical trading, you will have unavoidable losers (point 1).
There will also be small windfalls (point 8). Notice how nicely Taylor's rhythm sets up. Point 2-buy
day, exit the next day. Point 3-sell short day, exit the next day Point 4-buy day, exit the next day.
Point 5-sell short day, exit the next day, etc. On balance, this is a winning methodology.
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EXHIBIT 8.3 Micron Technologies (MU)-1995

The same three-day cycle also works in equities. Notice that the profits from the buy days are
smaller in a downtrend, yet they are still profitable on average. This stock also has a wide daily
trading range which makes it a good candidate for active, short-term trading.
LINDA:
I felt that the 2-period rate of change had to be mentioned in this book because I have been trading
with it for so long. I use it in all markets, but I use it only as a guideline. It is a very noisy oscillator
and is prone to whipsaw action at times in flat quiet markets (for example, when the ADX is less
than 16). I have spent many years studying it and observing its nuances, and you can do the
same. However, I would not recommend that beginning traders pay too much attention to it
because it gives many false signals in quiet markets and encourages a trader to make too many
marginal trades. It is also not an appropriate tool in a strong-trending market (for example, when
the ADX is greater than 30 and still rising.)
Both this indicator and the Momentum Pinball work best in nice choppy markets or after a runaway
move has already occurred. Learn first to recognize when a market has good volatility and daily
range. Then think about applying Taylor's rules in conjunction with the short-term pivot point
demonstrated above.
Short-term momentum functions also serve as a departure point for use in mechanical trading
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systems. The studies presented in the Appendix show that this indicator provides a statistically
significant edge. All the tests are run with just one variable. Apply a longer term trend indicator, a
volatility filter, and a money-management algorithm, and you have a fine mechanical trading
system!
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PART TWO

RETRACEMENTS
CHAPTER 9
THE "ANTY”

The next four strategies are examples of retracement patterns. They all enter in the direction of a
longer-term trend after a pullback in that trend. What's interesting about this next pattern is the way
the trend is defined.
The Anti pattern is one of the most reliable ways to use an oscillator for spotting and trading a
choice swing setup. The trade may not always be apparent on the bar charts alone! Once you
understand the principle of the "Anti," it will open up a whole bag of tricks. You can literally spend
hours studying this powerful technique.
LINDA:
I bought my first charting software, INSIGHT, in 1986. I immediately felt like a kid in a candy shop.
There were so many technical tools to play with. But soon I was at a loss because tools which I
had been using since 1981 were not included in the package. (These were a 3-10 moving-average
oscillator with a simple 16-period moving average of itself.) I tinkered with the %K and %D
stochastic to try and duplicate the 3-10 oscillator. I found that by using a 7%K and a 10%D the
"Anti" pattern worked even better than it did with my old tools.
The basic principle is that a short-term trend will tend to resolve itself in the direction of the
longer-term trend. Two different time frames or cycles moving in the same direction create a
condition called "positive feedback." This in turn creates some powerful, explosive moves.
For this setup, trend will be defined by the slope of the slow %D stochastic. (The parameters are
listed again below.) The first thing you might notice is that often the %D slope is positive while the
slope of a moving average is negative (or vice versa). This is because we are really measuring the
trend of the momentum. Momentum often precedes price, so it is useful to know when this line is
leading or rolling over.
Here are the rules for the setup:
1.

Use a seven-period %K stochastic (the "fast" line). If your program allows for an adjustment
of the smoothing of this parameter, default to four.

2.

Use a 10-period %D stochastic (the "slow" line).
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BUY SETUP (SELLS ARE REVERSED)
1.

The slow line MD, the dotted line in the examples on the following pages) has established a
definite upward trend.

2.

The fast line (%K, the solid line) has begun to rise along with the slow line. A consolidation
or retracement in price causes the fast line to pull towards the slow line.

3.

Enter when the price action causes the fast line to turn up once again in the direction of the
slow line (forming a hook).

TRIGGER
If you are anticipating this setup, there are two easy ways to enter that give you quite a bit of extra
edge.
1.

When the %K and %D have formed opposing slopes for at least three days, creating a
tension between them, place a buy stop one tick above the previous day's bar. (This will be
to go long when %D has returned to a positive slope.) If the buy stop is not hit, keep on
trailing it down to the high of each previous day's bar.

2.

A trend line can also be drawn across the tops of the congestion or retracement pattern.
Sometimes this setup captures moves out of small "flags" or "drift" patterns. Other times it
captures beautiful moves out of setups that the eye would not normally pick out on a price
chart.

LINDA:
I have also entered many times after the "hook" in the fast line has occurred. This is usually a
strong enough pattem that it is OK to enter a bit late. The only word of caution is that the average
holding time is three to four days. If you get in after the hook has already formed, be prepared to
exit within two days.
INITIAL STOP
As with all swing patterns, once the market has turned, it should not look back. The initial stop
should be placed just below the bar of entry. It is better to get stopped out and reenter later than to
risk too much on the initial trade. By studying the examples and examining this pattern on your
own charts, you will quickly see that there is little risk of the good trades getting stopped out.
Once you are in a winning trade, look to exit on a buying or selling climax within three to four bars.
This is not a long-term trade, just a quick "Thank-you very much!"
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EXHIBIT 9.1 Crude Oil-December 1995

1. The %D has a negative slope. The %K hooks down. We enter a short position on the open the
next morning. Our initial stop is entered at the small swing high. The market should not come
back to this point. Confirmation of the short sale is given by the break of the trend line
containing the consolidation area. The market falls a quick 60 cents in our favor. If you do not
take profits on this dramatic drop, a trailing stop should lock in at least half of the gains.
2. A buy setup three weeks later. The %D has a positive slope. The hooks up. We enter the trade
on the opening the next morning, or if we have been anticipating this set up, we enter the trade
on the penetration of the trend line. Our initial stop is placed at the most recent swing low. The
market should not come back to this point. We look to exit within two to four bars as that is the
average holding time for the "Anti".
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EXHIBIT 9.2 Cotton-December 1995

The sharp slope of the %D indicates a good upward trend. The %K pulls back for five days,
signalling a correction. Aggressive traders have an opportunity to enter early on the break of the
trend line at point 1. Conservative traders can enter on the next day's opening at point 2 after the
%K hooks up. Our initial stop is placed beneath the low of the retracement; we should look to exit
within two to four days. The market gave us a good range expansion bar at point 3. This would
have been the ideal place to take profits.
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EXHIBIT 9.3 Micron Technologies (MU)-1995

A small drift pattern is highlighted by the retracement in the %K A point 1, a small trend line is
broken and the %K hooks down. We enter: the market on the opening the next day. The market
was accommodating and provided us with a selling climax on the fourth day at point 3. You will
notice a small one day set-up at point A. These occur all the time and are tradable as long as you
place an initial stop. However, this pattern is best used to capture breakouts from congestion areas
that last two to four days.
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EXHIBIT 9.2 Cotton-December 1995

The sharp slope of the %D indicates a good upward trend. The %K pulls back for five days,
signalling a correction. Aggressive traders have an opportunity to enter early on the break of the
trend line at point 1. Conservative traders can enter on the next day's opening at point 2 after the
%K hooks up. Our initial stop is placed beneath the low of the retracement; we should look to exit
within two to four days. The market gave us a good range expansion bar at point 3. This would
have been the ideal place to take profits.
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EXHIBIT 9.3 Micron Technologies (MU)-1995

A small drift pattern is highlighted by the retracement in the %K. At point 1, a small trend line is
broken and the %K hooks down. We enter the market on the opening the next day. The market
was accommodating and provided us with a selling climax on the fourth day at point 3. You will
notice a small one day set-up at point A. These occur all the time and are tradable as long as you
place an initial stop. However, this pattern is best used to capture breakouts from congestion areas
that last two to four days.
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EXHIBIT 9.4 S&P-5-Minute

The hook up in the %K signals the breakout from congestion. The momentum (%D) is already
trending up. We enter this trade at-the-market and place our stop beneath the swing low at point
one. After four bars up, we move our stop up to point 2, the next higher low. The market has met
its time objective of two to four bars and there is no guaranty- of continuation. At point 3, the
market gives us a range expansion bar, the ideal spot to exit this trade.
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EXHIBIT 9.5 S&P-5-Minute

There are three examples on this chart. Each setup occurred after an established trend in the %D,
and each had an initial stop point. Learning to place an initial resting stop-loss in the market is
always the most important step to trading success. Notice that the majority of time we are in this
trade for no more than 10 to 20 minutes (two to four bars.) The less time that we are in the market,
the less risk we have. The people who trade this pattern off five-minute S&P charts spend lots of
time reviewing their charts at night. This process helps develop a feel for what the "choicest
set-ups look like.
As with any true principle of price behavior, this pattern will work equally well on all time frames,
across all equities and futures markets.
LINDA:
I like to use the "Anti" on daily charts, and I have two or three friends who do very well with it on
five-minute S&P charts.
LARRY:
What I especially like about the "Anti" is that it does a great job of identifying breakouts from
consolidation patterns. It seems to me that many people only use oscillators to identify overbought
or oversold situations.
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LINDA:
Right! That is also one of the easiest ways to get in trouble if you ignore a strongly trending market.
With this setup, the slope of the %D will identify the trend of the momentum. The best trades occur
when the %K corrects back at least two to three bars. These are the types of setups which I like to
trade because they tend to be the most explosive.
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CHAPTER 10
THE HOLY GRAIL
just kidding about the title! We named this chapter the Holy Grail because this is one of the easiest
patterns in this manual to trade. Based on Welles Wilder's ADX (Average Directional Index) this
strategy works in any market in any time frame.
Before we continue, you will need to be familiar with the ADX. Simply stated, the ADX measures
the strength of a trend over a period of time. The stronger the trend in either direction, the higher
the ADX reading. (If you would like more information about the construction and interpretation of
the ADX, we recommend that you read Technical Traders Guide to Computer Analysis of the
Futures Market by Charles LeBeau and David W. Lucas.)
When prices make new highs(lows) in a strong trend, you should always buy(sell) the first
pullback. The Holy Grail is a precise method we use to measure when to enter a position after a
retracement. Once we are in this trade, we are looking for a continuation of the previous trend.
One of two outcomes typically follows. The retest will either fail at the previous high/low in which
case a small profit can usually be made. In the second scenario, a whole new continuation leg
begins. At the very least, one is offered a very low-risk entry point with several options for
managing the exit thereafter.

FOR BUYS (SELLS ARE REVERSED)
1.

A 14-period ADX must initially be greater than 30 and rising. This will identify a strongly
trending market.

2.

Look for a retracement in price to the 20-period exponential moving average. Usually the
price retracement will be accompanied by a turndown in the ADX.

3.

When the price touches the 20-period exponential moving average, put a buy stop above the
high of the previous bar.

4.

Once filled, enter a protective sell stop at the newly formed swing low. Trail the stop as profits
accrue and look to exit at the most recent swing high. If you think the market may continue its
move, you might exit part of the position at the most recent swing high and tighten stops on
the balance.

5.

If stopped out, re-enter this trade by placing a new buy stop at the original entry price.

6.

After a successful trade, the ADX must once again turn up above 30 before another
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retracement to the moving average can be traded.
EXHIBIT 10.1 Wheat-December 1995

The 14-period ADX is greater than 30 and the price retraces to the 20-period exponential moving
average. At point I the market breaks out above the high o the previous bar, signalling a long entry.
Our initial stop is placed at B, the most recent retracement low. Our trade objective is a test of
point A, the most recent swing high, which was met at point 2.
Another trade sets-up in July. The price trades at the 20-period moving average and a buy stop is
place above the high of the previous bar. We are filled at point 3 and our initial stop is placed at D,
the retracement low. We are anticipating a test of point C, the most recent swing high and this
objective is met at point 4.
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EXHIBIT 10.2 Citicorp (CC1)-1995

Two trades set-up on this chart. The ADX is greater than 30 and the price corrects back to the
20-period exponential moving average.
Our buy stop is filled above the high of the previous bar. An initial stop is placed at B, the
retracement low. We are looking for a retest of point A. Our trade objective is met at point 2.
Another trade is entered at point 3. The market reaches our level C objective at point 4.
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EXHIBIT 10.3 Russell 2000 Index

Even if we are not actually trading a market index, this set-up is still useful in our overall market
analysis. Four entry opportunities were given in one of the strongest bull markets in the last five
years. This example was striking in how well the price was contained by the 20-period exponential
moving average.
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EXHIBIT 10.4 Orange Juice-60-Minute

This pattern is particularly well suited for intraday trading. At point B the market retraces to the
20-period exponential moving average and the ADX is greater than 30. We enter at point 1 on a
buy stop above the, previous bar's high and begin to anticipate a retest of level A. Our initial stop is
placed at B-we are risking no more than $150 on this trade. The market closes in our favour so we
carry the trade home overnight. The next morning's follow-through occurs in the front of an opening
gap up where we exit our trade.
When prices retrace after a strong move, we have found that the 20-period moving average tends
to act as support /resistance for these retracements. By waiting for the market to move above the
previous day's high, you have more certain confirmation of the resumption of the longer-term trend.
PLEASE NOTE: Many traders have the misconception that a turndown in the ADX indicates a
trend reversal. This is rarely true. Usually, the ADX initially peaks as a price consolidation begins.
This setup is easy to find. We hope that you will spend time studying the charts and examining it
for yourself. We think you'll soon come to see why we named this chapter "The Holy Grail!"
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CHAPTER 11
ADX GAPPER

This is a simple retracement pattern which lets us enter in the direction of a trending market. It is
similar to other types of gap-reversal strategies except that it uses the ADX and +DI/-DI as a filter,
thus increasing the overall profitability of trading gaps.
Again, the ADX measures the strength of the trend over time. +DI and -DI indicate the direction of
the trend. If the trend is up, the +DI will be higher than the -DI and vice versa. We want to use the
ADX to identify periods where the trend is strong, to wait for days that gap in the opposite direction
of the trend, and then to climb aboard if the market resumes its original trend.
Here are the rules for this strategy:
1.

We will use a `12-period ADX and a 28-period +DI/-DI. (Night sessions are omitted.)

2.

The ADX must be greater than 30.

3.

For buys, the +DI must be greater than the -DI; for sells, the -DI must be greater than the +DI.

FOR BUYS (SELLS ARE REVERSED)
1.

Today's open must gap below yesterday's low.

2.

A buy stop is placed in the area of yesterday's low.

3.

If filled, a protective sell stop is placed at today's low.

4.

Lock in profits with a trailing stop and either exit the position before the close or carry it into
the following day if it closes strongly.

Here are three trades that occurred during a three-week span in July 95 Cotton.
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EXHIBIT 11.1 Cotton-July 1995

1. March 3, 1995, cotton has a 12-period ADX above 30 and the +DI is above the -DI signifying
an uptrend. The market gaps lower. A buy stop is placed in the area of the previous day's low
of 99.15. The market rallies to as high as 101.18 and closes at 99.85.
2. On March 6, cotton again gaps lower and reverses. A buy stop at yesterday's low of 101.65 is
triggered. Cotton proceeds to close 190 points higher.
3.

Another lower gap and profitable reversal.
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EXHIBIT 11.2 Wheat-December 1995

During the summer of 1995, wheat experiences a contra-seasonal bull market. On August 11,
December wheat gaps lower and reverses. A buy stop is triggered at the previous day's low of 435.
A protective trailing sell stop is placed just under today's low of 429. The market closes 16 cents
above our buy stop.
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EXHIBIT 11.3 S&P-June 1995

The bull market of 1995 led to a setup on May 19. With the ADX above 30 and +DI above -DI, the
market gaps lower and reverses. A buy stop is triggered at 518.90. The market closes near the
high of the day. Traders have the option of taking profits or carrying the position overnight. (As you
can see, the upward bias continues with the S&P trading five points higher the next day) Back
testing of this strategy shows profit improvement holding these trades into the next morning.

Let's walk through a trade that 1 (Larry) took while finishing the manual.
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EXHIBIT 11.4 Orange Juice-January 1996

1. November 15, 1995 (gap day), January orange juice has a 12-period ADX above 30 and the
+DI is above the -DI, signifying an uptrend.
2. The market gaps lower. A buy stop is placed at 121.20, one tick above the previous day's low.
Once filled, an initial protective sell stop is placed one tick below this morning's low of 120.50.
3. The market rallies up to 123.00. The stop is trailed up to 122.10 to lock in profits.
4. As we enter the final hour of trading, there is a profit. In this scenario, 1 moved the stop to
122.60. The market holds so I remain long overnight. I know from experience that this strong
close will have a high likelihood of following through the next morning.
5. In the first 15 minutes, the market opens higher and trades as high as 124.55. I immediately
place a stop at 124.00 and get filled at 123.80.
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EXHIBIT 11.5 Orange Juice-January 1996 Intraday

LINDA:
Caps usually represent some sort of extreme in emotion. They are also very visible chart patterns
to other market participants. Why not just trade all gaps?
LARRY:
Larry William’s proved that trading gap reversals is a statistically correct strategy (see Appendix).
He called these reversals "Oops trades." I traded the Oops strategy for awhile and made money
with it, but I found that most of my profits were coming from a small handful of trades.
LINDA:
And you looked for a common denominator among those winning trades?
LARRY:
Yes. My best gains were coming from strongly trending markets. By selling higher gaps in bear
markets, I am basically climbing aboard for the downward ride, and a number of times it is really
quite a ride. (The same holds true for buying lower gaps and riding the market as it rises.)
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LINDA:
You mean because of the follow-through?
LARRY:
Yes. There are a handful of times each year which bring substantial one- to five-day profits.
LINDA:
How many times a year do the ADX gap reversals setup?
LARRY:
The ADX filter reduces the number of gap reversal trades. If you follow all the active markets like I
do, you will get between two to four trades per week.
LINDA:
You also trade these reversals without gaps. How does that work?

LARRY:
That is more subjective. Let's assume the ADX is above 30 and the trend is up. I will look for some
early morning weakness in the market, perhaps a down opening. If the market begins to recover
and moves above yesterday's close, I will buy. I firmly believe this is a conceptually correct
strategy to trade. The market is attempting to sell off in the morning, but because the overall trend
is so strong, the uptrend resumes and I want to be part of that continuation.
LINDA:
Where is your initial protective stop?
LARRY:
Usually at today's morning low. I will then move it higher as my position becomes profitable, or if
the market becomes very dull. Ideally, I want to see the market explode higher; otherwise, I will just
scratch the trade.
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PART THREE CLIMAX PATTERNS
CHAPTER12
WHIPLASH

This is a simple strategy that takes advantage of gaps by entering on the close (MOC) if specific
criteria are met. It is also unique in that the gap does not need to be filled. We are looking for days
when a gap in the morning is followed by a reversal in the afternoon. This reversal tends to
follow-through the next morning and often for the next few days. We must wait until the close to
enter as we want confirmation that the market has truly failed.
BUY SETUP (SELLS ARE REVERSED)
1.

The market must gap lower than the previous day's low. (Night sessions are omitted)

2.

The close must be higher than the opening and also in the top 50 percent of the day's
trading range.

3.

If rules 1 and 2 are met, buy MOC.

4.

If tomorrow opens below today's close (indicating a loss on the position), sell immediately!
Take the loss!

5.

If tomorrow opens with a profit, trail a stop to protect profits.

It might seem odd to enter on the close, only to get out on a bad opening. However, more often
than not the market will open favourably the next day, and it is these small profits we are playing to
capture. Back testing indicates a good win/loss percentage in the overnight gap action. It is very
easy to manage the winning trades, so we consider this to be a good enough "headstart!" At the
very least, you would not want to be on the opposite side of this trade.
Now let's look at some examples.
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EXHIBIT 12.1 Soybeans-November 1995

Here are four examples from a three-week period in soybeans:
1.

Soybeans gap higher, the close is below the opening and in the bottom 50 percent of its
daily range-sell MOC at 659 1/4. The next morning the market opens lower at 656. Tight
stops are placed to protect profits. (Where you place your stops is a personal choice. Just do
not let this profit turn into a loss!)

2.

Soybeans gap lower, close in the top half of its range and close above the opening. We will
buy MOC at 656 1/4. The next morning the market opens 1 1/4 cents higher (its low for the
day) and rallies nearly 10 cents from the previous day's close.

3.

Soybeans gap higher, dose below their opening and close in the bot~ tom half of their range.
Sell MOC. The next morning, Soybeans open at a small profit. Stops should be trailed
appropriately.

4.

A whiplash setup to the sell side.
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LINDA:
Do you trade this strategy in all markets?
LARRY:
I am aware of it in all markets, but I tend to trade it more often in the S&P’s and bonds.
LINDA:
It seems that people are often intimidated by gaps. Some traders do not feel comfortable with the
usual accompanying increase in volatility.
LARRY:
That's why it's so important to continually look for systematic rules to exploit these gaps. It's a
constant process of discovering the most probable course of action for the market.
LINDA:
O.K. What tendency are you exploiting here?
LARRY:
This strategy is tied to the fact that days which reverse from market extremes tend to have
follow-through the next morning.
LINDA:
That's right. When a setup gives you an almost 60 percent headstart, as this one does, the chance
to make money is very good. There also seems to be a slight sell-side bias to this strategy.
LARRY: Yes, the testing confirms this also.
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CHAPTER 13
THREE-DAY UNFILLED GAP REVERSALS

Here is another pattern which employs a gap-reversal strategy. In this particular case. the market
must begin to close an unfilled gap within three days.
BUY SETUP (SELLS ARE REVERSED)
1.

Today the market must gap lower and not fill the gap. (As with even. other strategy in this
book, night sessions are omitted.)

2.

Over the next three trading sessions, have in place a buy stop one tick above the high of the
gap-down day.

3.

If filled, place a protective sell stop at the low of the gap-down day.

4.

Protect any accrued profits with a trailing stop. Often a market will close a gap and then
reverse again.

5.

If not filled after three trading sessions, cancel the initial buy stop.
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EXHIBIT 13.1 Wheat-March 1995

1.

An unfilled gap higher. A resting sell stop is placed for the next three trading sessions at 394
1/4, one tick below today's low.

2.

Our sell stop is filled and our protective buy stop is placed at 400 1/4, one tick above the
unfilled gap-day high.

3.

We are stopped out for a six cents loss plus slippage and commission.

4.

An unfilled gap. We place a sell stop one tick below today's low of 405 3/4 for the next three
trading days.

5.

We are filled and our protective buy stop is placed at 410, one tick above the gap day's high.

6.

The market sells off over 20 cents during the next seven sessions.
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Here are three trades that occurred over a one-month period in Motorola.
1.

An unfilled gap. We buy the next day, one tick above today's high. As you can see, the
market rallies strongly over the next few days.

2.

Another unfilled gap that begins to get filled the next day. We sell Motorola short in the 76
area and the market drops over eight points in two days.

3.

The gap from 7-19 is filled in two days. The market trades five points higher over the next
three days.

Also, let's look at the money-management rules for this example. Because the low of 7-19 is 6 1/2
points below our entry, our protective sell stop must be placed at a higher level. Our
recommendation is to risk in the range of two to three points with this trade.
EXHIBIT 13.2 Motorola (MOT)-1995
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EXHIBIT 13.3 Orange Juice-March 1995

1.

December 19, 1994, an unfilled gap.

2.

Orange juice trades below the December 19 low. We are short with a protective stop at
123.80.

3.

Orange juice loses 10 cents in six-trading sessions.
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EXHIBIT 13.4 Soybean Meal-March 1995

1. Unfilled gap higher.
2. We short one tick below the gap day's low. (In case you missed the Turtle Soup Plus One sell
signal the previous day!)
3. Soybean meal loses over 600 points in five-trading sessions.

LINDA:
Is this another example of markets reaching short-term extremes and reversing?
LARRY:
Yes, these types of gap extremes occur when markets are either overreacting to news or are in
exhaustive phases.
LINDA:
Like island reversals?
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LARRY:
That's right. Once a gap begins to get filled, the momentum often picks up, and the moves are
potentially significant.
LINDA:
It seems to me that with this setup you go through periods of small gains and small losses, and
then you participate when the reversal is significant.
LARRY:
Exactly.
LINDA:
Why three days? Why not six days or 20 days?
LARRY:
Remember, we are trading on a short-term time frame. Also, in my opinion, a gap that occurred
20 days ago is less significant than one that occurred yesterday.
LINDA:
This obviously works nicely in equities.
LARRY:
Yes, it does. In fact, the strategy seems to work best in momentum stocks. The more volatile the
stock, the more significant this pattern is.
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CHAPTER 14
A PICTURE'S WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS

The following are three distinctive reversal patterns. They are climax patterns, which means the
reversal occurs from buying or selling exhaustion. Each of the patterns has a setup so that you can
anticipate the market's reversal. This setup also prevents you from entering a trending market
prematurely. The real beauty of these patterns is that they all form a distinctive risk point where
you can place a stop. Once the market reverses from these points, it should not look back until
some profits can be locked in.
These patterns are a purely subjective form of pattern recognition. This means that it is impossible
to do any form of back testing on them. It is also difficult to describe precise rules or placement of
resting orders for entry as we have done on previous setups. The best advice is to study these
examples and then look for similar patterns on your own charts. All three of these patterns set up
in any market on any timeframe.
Since many of our friends have been able to trade from these patterns, we know they are easily
recognizable. In fact, "Three Little Indians”, originally taught by two fellow traders who trade from
tick charts. A word of advice: the people who trade subjective chart patterns spend many hours
after the market closes re-examining examples that were set up during that day's session. They
also concentrate very hard on trading only two or three specific setups. They do not use oscillators
or moving averages as they insist on being purists. (This chapter could have been titled,
"TRADING-THE SCHOOL OF MINIMALISM')
The best technique to use when entering these trades calls for some good old-fashioned tape
reading or monitoring the charts right when the anticipated reversal is occurring. You must
concentrate first on seeing the risk point or logical spot to put your stop before you enter the trade.
Once you see the swing low that the market should not come down to again (in the case of a buy),
pick up the phone and buy at-the-market. Do not try to price the trade because the odds are too
high that you will miss it. The best entries from these three setups have a small window of
opportunity
An easy way to exit these trades is to wait until the market begins to give back any gains or stalls
in its movement; then exit at-the-market. They are also easy setups in which to trail a stop in order
to lock in profits. Don't forget, trailing a stop is an active trading process. You must monitor new
support or resistance levels as they are being formed and then move your resting stop up to just
below/above these levels. Orders can be given as "Cancel-Replace," which means you don't forget
to cancel your previous resting stop order. Never let yourself be exposed to runaway market
conditions without resting orders in the market, as any one of the patterns can reverse at any time!
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EXHIBIT 14.1 Gold-30-Minute

Spike and Ledge
This first pattern is called "spike and ledge." Here, a buying climax forms a spike and ledge pattern
on an intraday gold chart. A short trade is entered on the breakdown out of the ledge at point 1 and
an initial stop is placed on the other side of the ledge. The market should not come back to this
level. The market closes its gap and we probably would have exited the trade on the small range
expansion bar at point 2.
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EXHIBIT 14.2 S&P-15-Minute

A dramatic selling climax forms a spike at point A. We buy the breakout from the following ledge at
point 1 and place our stop on the other side of the ledge at level B. A range expansion bar at point
2 signals the move has temporarily exhausted itself.

EXHIBIT 14.3 S&P-10-Tick
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Spike and ledge patterns work great on all time frames. Notice how both of these trades were tests
of a previous low and high.
EXHIBIT 14.4 Bonds-December 1995

Fakeout-Shakeout
This pattern is called the "Fakeout-Shakeout." Once a market breaks from a ledge or a triangle, it
should not come back to the breakout point, or the apex of the triangle. If it does, it sets up an
excellent trade in the other direction. The market has fooled and trapped the majority of the
participants. In this particular example, a buy stop is placed just above the point from which the
market broke down. The initial stop is entered at the most recent swing low. The market should not
come back to this point. The stop is quickly moved up to breakeven, and then trailed appropriately
to lock in profits.
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EXHIBIT 14.5 S&P-20-Tick

The market broke from a narrow-range ledge that had been forming for three hours (11:00 to 2:00).
The shorts were faked out and the longs were shaken out! A legitimate breakout should not come
back to the midpoint of the ledge. If it does, it signals that the breakout was a trap. We want to be
on board when it reverses direction. In this case, we picked up the phone and bought
at-the-market when it came out the other side. Our stop was very quickly moved up to breakeven.
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EXHIBIT 14.6 S&P-60-Minute

Three Little Indians
Three Little Indians is a climax pattern formed by three symmetrical peaks. We can anticipate the
third peak being formed, but must wait for the price to reverse off the last peak before we enter.
We can then place our stop in the market at the same time we enter our position. We enter
at-the-market-if we try to price our entry on any of these patterns shown intraday, too often we will
miss the trade. The stop should quickly be moved to breakeven. The winning trades do not look
back. They should reward us instantly.
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EXHIBIT 14.7 Coffee-30-Minute

Three Little Indians-coffee formed three symmetrical peaks after a six day rally. The price starts to
reverse and we enter the trade at-the-market. Our initial stop, at the most recent swing high, can
be quickly moved to breakeven. The market closed weak so we carry the trade overnight. The next
morning we cover our short position on the range expansion bar at point 4. We were in the market
less than four hours total.
EXHIBIT 14.8 S&P-5-Tick
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This is a classic example of a Three Little Indians climax at the end of a strong move. A small profit
was made on the trade, which is all that we should expect when trading on a five-tick chart!

EXHIBIT 14.9 Heating Oil-January 1996

Here is a good example of both the Spike and Ledge setup and the Three Little Indians on a daily
bar chart. Both trades gave us a good initial place to put our stop, and both moved quickly in our
favour.
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CHAPTER 15
WOLFE WAVES
This particular methodology is perhaps the most unique, effective trading technique I've (Linda)
ever come across! It was developed and shared by a good friend, Bill Wolfe, who for the last 10
years has made a living trading the S&P His son, Brian, also trades it. Brian was the first teenager
I've ever met who consistently made a good income scalping NYFE (Knife) futures from his
apartment. Brian, now 21, has expanded into trading the Wolfe Wave in other markets.
Bill's theory of wave structure is based on Newton's first law of physics: for every action there is an
opposite reaction. This movement creates a definite wave with valuable projecting capabilities.
This wave most clearly sets up when there is good volatility. With a bit of practice, it is easy to train
your eye to spot these patterns instantly.
The following rules will make sense when you examine the examples. (Please note the odd
sequence in counting. As you will see, it is necessary- for the inductive analysis.)
By starting with a top or bottom on the bar chart, we are assured of beginning our count on a new
wave. This count is for a buy setup. We begin the count at a top. (The wave count would be
reversed if we were starting at the bottom looking for a sell setup).
1.

Number 2 wave is a top.

2.

Number 3 wave is the bottom of a first decline.

3.

Number 1 wave is the bottom prior to wave 2 (top). Point 3 must be lower than point 1.

4.

Number 4 wave is the top of wave 3. The wave 4 point should be higher than the wave 1
bottom.

5.

A trend line is drawn from point 1 to point 3. The extension of this line projects to the
anticipated reversal point which we will call wave 5. this is the entry point for a ride to the
EPA line (1 to 4).

6.

The Estimated Price at Arrival (EPA) is the trend line drawn from points 1 to 4. This projects
the anticipated price objective. Our initial stop is placed just beneath the newly formed
reversal at point 5. It can then be quickly moved to breakeven.

IMPORTANT POINT: You cannot begin looking for the Wolfe Wave until points 1, 2, 3, and 4 have
been formed. Keep in mind that point 3 must be lower than point 1 for a buy setup. It must be
higher than point 1 for a sell setup. Also, on the best waves point 4 will be higher than point 1 for a
buy setup and lower than 1 for a sell setup. This ensures that absolute runaway market conditions
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do not exist.
Now, study the examples and see if you can train your eye to begin to see the Wolfe Wave setup.
Exhibit 15.1 illustrates what a Wolfe Wave looks like when it is starting to form.
Point 1, 2, and 3 must already have formed. Point 2 must be a significant swing low or high. A
trend line is then drawn between points 1 and 3. This projects where we should anticipate point 5.

EXHIBIT 15.1 S&P-60-Minute Detail

Point 5 is formed. We will buy the reversal from this area and place a tight stop underneath. If we
draw a trend line from point 1 to point 4, it should give us a price projection.
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EXHIBIT 15.1A S&P 60-Minute Detail

EXHIBIT 15.2 S&P-60-Minute

The price meets its objective for a potential gain of 12 points!
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EXHIBIT 15.3 Sugar-10-Tick

Point 2 is the initial starting point for the pattem. I always find it easiest to start the count at this
point. Then, backtrack and find point 1 and 3. Don't forget that point 4 must be higher than point 1.
Our trend line is drawn projecting point 5. The market finds support at this level, so we enter a long
position at the market and place a stop just below point 5. The market trades to its objective.
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EXHIBIT 15.4 S&P-5-Minute

Here is an example of the Wolfe Wave on a five-minute chart. We find three to six setups a week
in the S&P’s in this time frame.
A trend line connecting points 1 and 3 projects our buying area. It is very common for the market to
overshoot point 5 by a small margin, so you must wait for the price to reverse back above the trend
line before initiating a trade. In this example, we buy at-the-market and place a stop beneath the
low. The market then rally’s two points over the next hour!
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EXHIBIT 15.5 Canadian Dollar-December 1995

Point 2 is our starting point for the count. (We can only find point 2 after points 1 and 3 have
already formed.) Point 2 does not have to be a long term trend reversal, only a significant swing
high or low.
My friend Dan sent me this chart when point 5 had formed. 1 shook my head and said the market
felt so strong-how could it possibly break down! It came darned close to meeting the projection. I
don't think anyone could have imagined this scenario at the time. (Notice the spike and ledge
pattem the market broke from!)
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EXHIBIT 15.6 Boeing (BA)-1995

Here is an example on a stock chart. Point 2 is a significant swing low. Point 4 is lower than point
1. A trend line connecting 1 and 3 projects point 5 where the market meets the price objective to
the tick! Again, as in the Canadian dollar, the trade did not quite meet its projected downside
target. However, there was plenty of opportunity to take some profits out of this 10-point drop.
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EXHIBIT 15.7 SPZ-10-Tick

Wolfe Waves sometimes set up on Three Little Indians. Look back in Chapter 14 and see if you
can see the waves on Examples 14.7 and 14.8.
LINDA:
It took me awhile to get the hang of spotting this pattern. Now I try to look for them on all my
charts. I have a lot of fun watching them develop.
Everyone in my office was watching the 60-minute S&P example shown earlier take shape. None
of us could believe it when the projected objective was met. A local group of Wolfe Wave
practitioners began to fax the chart to each other. Of course, none of us actually caught the whole
move. Some of us were lucky and used the pattem to exit a short trade at point 5, but Brian
actually went long right at the bottom!
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CHAPTER 16
NEWS
ESPN basketball analyst Dick Vitale would make a great trader. We can see him sitting in front of
the screen screaming, "Talk to me, baby!" And you know what? The screen would probably talk
back and Vitale would make a fortune.
The markets talk to us all the time. For example, let's look at December 1994. The Federal
Reserve raised interest rates, California's Orange County was teetering on the verge of
bankruptcy, and Mexico was in the midst of an economic freefall after the devaluation of the peso.
Any, rational investor would assume that our equity market should go down. Let's look at this using
the same logic the press uses. Higher interest rates? Stocks go down. Municipal bonds default?
Stocks go down. Our trading neighbor devalues its currency? Stocks go down. All three the same
month? Stocks really go down!
In reality though, the market did not go down. The S&P 500 finished 15 percent higher for the
month. What was the market saying? It was saying, "I don't care about higher interest rates or an
economic crisis, I'm going higher!" And that is in fact what happened. Over the next 10 months, the
Dow Jones appreciated over 30 percent.
This type of market talk occurs all the time. Let's look at an example of a day-trading opportunity
that occurred on September 13, 1995. The S&P future was up a few points when IBM, one of the
stocks that led the 1995 bull market, told analysts it would not meet earnings expectations.
Logically, this should have hurt the market. Here is the leading technology stock in a high-tech
industry driven market telling analysts business is not as good as everyone thought. IBM sold off
sharply after the news release, and the S&P's initially lost 2 1/2 points. However, the sell-off was
quickly shrugged off as the market said, "I don't care about IBM, I'm going higher!" The S&Ps
immediately reversed and rallied three points. The next day it rose another five points!
EXHIBIT 16.1 IBM-September 13,1995
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EXHIBIT 16.2 S&P-September 13,1995

The ability to trade by using reverse logic is not easy. You must discard all your preconceived
notions and opinions in order to truly listen to the market and recognize when it is acting like a
contrarian. If you can do this, it is one of the most valuable trading concepts. A well-known market
wizard said that nearly half of the 100 million dollars he made from trading came from the times he
was able to identify when the market was defying the so-called logic and moved in the opposite
direction.
This concept can also be applied to seasonals. Some of the best trends can be counter-seasonal
moves. Just look at how the wheat market in the summer of 1995 defied the normal downside bias.
The bottom line is, instead of trying to show the market how smart you are, take a step back and
let it talk to you! It's much smarter to observe the market's response to a news event, seasonal
tendency, or technical setup than it is to attempt to impose your beliefs on it. This is what true
street smarts is really all about.
Logical thinking will lead you right to the poor house. The majority of traders in the United States
(us included) were raised in some version of a typical American upbringing. We went to school for
12 years, went to our proms, played organized sports, belonged to a youth social group, etc. Many
of us then went on to a four-year college preparing for employment or graduate school. No matter
how much you want to believe you are an individual, the overwhelming evidence shows that your
thought process is not that much different from most other traders. This type of upbringing allows
you to see the world logically, and it is this logic which is used by thousands and thousands of
traders to make decisions: bad crop report-soybean prices logically go up, bad inflation news-bond
prices logically go down. There is no trading edge whatsoever in trying to base decisions on what
the market should logically be doing. In fact, the more logical something is, the more likely you will
lose when the market is moving in the opposite direction of the prevailing logic.
Now let's look at two specific strategies you can profit by when trading against the prevailing logic.
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CHAPTER 17
MORNING NEWS REVERSALS
Economic news reports in the morning are notorious for causing erratic price behavior upon their
release. It is often a time of great uncertainty, and the ensuing volatility creates opportunity. This
strategy will take advantage of the violent price behavior.
Here are the rules:
1.

Wait for an economic news event to be released at 8:30 EST. The report can be the
unemployment numbers, the consumer price index, producer price index, GDP report, etc.
The more significant the report, the better the trading opportunity.

2.

Identify the previous day's high and low for the bond market.

3.

If the report immediately lifts the bond market at least four ticks above the previous day's
high, place a sell-stop one to three ticks underneath the previous day's high. (If the bond
market trades below the previous day’s low by four ticks, place a buystop one to three ticks
above the previous day's low.)

4.

If filled, place an initial protective stop one tick above today's high (or for buys, one tick
below today's low). As the position becomes profitable, immediately move the stop to
breakeven.

5.

The same strategy can be used in the currencies. If they trade 10-20 ticks beyond the
previous day's extreme, place a stop 5-10 ticks on the other side of the previous day's
extreme. Move your stop to breakeven. as soon as it becomes profitable.

Let's look at a few trades from a two-week period in November 1995.
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EXHIBIT 17.1 Bonds-December 1995

1.

The government reports that the producer price index was down 0.1 percent for the month
of October signalling low inflation. Bonds immediately trade at least four ticks above the
previous day's high of 118-08.

2.

We place a sell-stop in the 118-06 range and are immediately filled A protective buy-stop is
placed one tick above today's high of 118-14.

3.

The sell-off is significant. Within one hour we get a parabolic drop. Bonds trade to as low as
117-17. We will tighten our stops to assure locking in the profit.
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EXHIBIT 17.2 Bonds-December 1995

1.

Retail sales for October are reported showing the economy is slowing down. Bonds
immediately rise at least four ticks above the previous day's high and reverse. A sell-stop is
placed in the 118-00 range and we are short A protective buy-stop is placed at 118-07, one
tick above today's high.

2.

The market trades to as low as 117-17. Our stop is trailed to protect profits.
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EXHIBIT 17.3 Swiss Franc-December 1995

1.

November 3, 1995, the U.S. employment report shows an unexpected increase in nonfarm
jobs. The Swiss franc immediately sells off and then reverses. A buy-stop is placed in the
87.75 range, a few ticks above the previous day's low. Upon being filled, a protective
sell-stop is placed at 87.57.

2.

The reversal is sharp and our trailing stop is raised. The Swiss franc trades more than 40
points higher within 20 minutes.

LINDA:
How did you arrive at this strategy?
LARRY.
I noticed how many times the bond market had initial sharp reactions to significant economic
events in the morning and then reversed.
LINDA:
This has been going on for years. The bond market is notorious for reversals on these days.
LARRY.
That's right. And by having a structured plan to participate in these reversals, it keeps you from
guessing whether or not the market will actually reverse.
LINDA:
Do you find it psychologically tough to trade this strategy?
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LARRY.
Yes. The initial reaction off the news is usually the logical reaction. For example, if the inflation
numbers are poor, it is logical to expect bonds to sell-off. The media's interpretation of the report
will reinforce this logic even further.
LINDA:
On the trading floor, we always tested the axiom, "Buy the rumor, sell the news!
LARRY.
You can't use logic to trade this strategy. Otherwise, if you do, you will never be successful with it.
It is very tough to put in a buy-stop in bonds when the so-called experts are telling you the bonds
are going down.
LINDA:
What happens if you get stopped out with a loss and the bonds reverse again? Will you attempt to
reenter your position at the original point?
LARRY..
Good question. Yes, I have found some of my best gains come from reentering the position. There
are times the market can't decide which way it wants to go, but once it does decide, the move is
significant!
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CHAPTER 18
BIG PICTURE NEWS REVERSALS
Big picture news reversals are a longer-term strategy (as opposed to scalping off morning
economic news reports).
They require patience to monitor the initial setup but often lead to a trade that you can hold for
many weeks. They tend to set up most frequently in the equity markets, but are just as easily
tradable in commodities.
1.

We are looking for an extraordinary event to occur which causes a market to move
dramatically. (The examples are what we consider to be extraordinary events.)

2.

Identify the market's last closing price before the event occurred that caused it to have the
sharp move.

3.

Place a resting stop order to enter the market at this previous closing price level. If the
market can digest the radical event and come back to this closing price level, we want to
participate in the reversing move

4.

Risk with a stop up to the lowest level the stock reached after the sell off. For example, if a
stock was trading at 20 before the event and it then sold off to 17, we will buy the stock if it
comes back to 20 and risk, down to 17.

EXHIBIT 18.1 Intel (INTC)- 1994
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1.

On December 8, 1994, Intel acknowledged that their Pentium chip did not calculate
extended number computations correctly (an extraordinary event to say the least). The
stock, which was trading at 65 before the news, sells off more than 10 percent over the next
eight days. After the sell-off, the stock begins to rebound. We look to buy if it trades in the
65 area.

2.

On January 5, Intel reaches our buy point. After purchasing the stock, we place a protective
sell-stop at 57 1/2, INTC's post-news low.

EXHIBIT 18.2 Intel (INTC)-1995

As you can see, over the next 6 1/2 months Intel's stock price appreciates over 80 percent.

Here is another example from late 1994.
On December 5. 1994, Orange County California, one of the wealthiest communities in the United
States, announces that their investment fund has lost over $100 million. A default on their bonds is
possible. MBIA, an insurer of municipal bonds and a large insurer of Orange County bonds, now
has a problem. Over the next few days, panic sets in. MBIA sells off nearly 10 percent This
extraordinary event is the setup for our big picture news reversal. On December 8, MBIA recovers
to the pre-news sell-off price (point 1 on the chart). A buy order is executed. A protective sell-stop
is placed at its post-news event low of 47 1/4. As you can see, MBIA rises nearly 20 percent over
the next two months and nearly 40 percent over the next half of a year
Let's stop for a second and look at this example from a psychological viewpoint. This is not an
easy trade to take, especially if you live in Southern California! The press is all over this story. The
local papers and The Wall Street Journal had this crisis as their lead story on a daily basis.
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EXHIBIT 18.3 MBIA (MB1)

145
You could not turn on a news program without hearing all the experts making dire predictions for
this situation. On top of all this, you could not even get bids for most Orange County bonds from
the brokerage houses! The logical and safe thing to do was to stand aside. But, in hindsight, the
trade was terrific! The stock was telling you, "I don't care about a default possibility, I'm going
higher!"
By listening to what the stock was saying instead of what the experts (who were thinking logically)
were telling you, you would have made a solid return on the trade.
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EXHIBIT 18.4 Motorola (MOT)-1993

In January 1993, rumours abounded that cellular telephones caused cancer. A grieving husband
had filed a suit stating that his wife died because of the microwaves delivered to her head from her
cellular phone. As you can see, Motorola's stock lost 15 percent of its value in a few days on this
news.

EXHIBIT 18.5 Motorola 1993
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The biggest fear among investors during this period was the blockbuster story the television
program "20/20" was supposed to air. As it turned out, the story was nothing but journalistic-hype.
Motorola's stock rebounded and it proceeded to trade through its pre-event price of 29 1/2. Over
the next 10 months, MOT became one of the best performers on the NYSE, appreciating over 60
percent.
LINDA:
I can't believe you trade a strategy that lasts more than a few days. This must really work.
LARRY..
It does and I wish it happened more often. When the occasion does arise, the potential profits are
significant.
LINDA:
This strategy clearly points out why using your logic will get you into trouble.
LARRY.
Yes. It's logical to think a stock is going to drop in price on bad news. It becomes further reinforced
when this news is exaggerated by the press. In these situations you must "let the market talk to
you!"
LINDA:
What do you mean "talk to you?"
LARRY.
If the market is going up on bad news, it is telling you something. It's telling you it doesn't care
about the bad news. It doesn't care about the problems. It's telling you it's going even higher.
LINDA:
Are your stops as tight with this strategy as they are in other strategies?
LARRY.
Not when I trade equities. Because I may be holding this position for weeks and even months, I
give my stops some breathing room. This way, I can ride out the short-term corrections and stay in
my position for as far as it takes me.
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PART FOUR BREAKOUT MODE
CHAPTER 19
RANGE CONTRACTION
Swing trading is profitable only when there are oscillations and good volatility. However, this
volatility is quite cyclical in nature; the market experiences a constant ebb and flow of range
contraction /range expansion. Toby Crabel elaborates on this principle in his book, Day Trading
with Short-Term Price Patterns and Opening Range Breakout. He states that after the market has
had a period of rest or range contraction, a trend day will often follow.
A trend day is one in which the market opens at one extreme of its range and closes at the other
extreme. It covers a lot of distance with very few retracements and can initially "creep," picking up
steam as the day progresses. Traders who come into the day unaware of the possibility of a trend
day are usually caught trying to trade in a countertrend mode. As they scramble to cover losses in
the late afternoon, the market may well tend to accelerate into the close.
How does one know when to jump on board a trending move? It is extremely difficult for the
majority of traders to learn to switch gears from a "swing trading" style, looking for reactions and
tests, to a "breakout mode" that calls for jumping on board the train. Many floor traders will make
money 9 out of 10 days and then give half of it back trying to fight a trend day.
The first step is to learn to identify ahead of time the conditions which lead to a trend day. Label
these days as "breakout mode" and then only trade them from a volatility-expansion system or a
specific rule set.
This first pattem, ID/NR4, will explore one such rule set. It is a simple, effective entry combined
with a resting stop. The whole key to trading this pattem is preidentifying the existing ID/NR4
condition.
An NR4 is a trading day with the narrowest daily range of the last four days. An inside day has a
higher low than the previous day's low and a lower high than the previous day's high. Combining
the two conditions sets up an ID/NR4 day.

Crabel's initial approach suggested a day-trading strategy following this setup. However, our
research suggests that the trade should be held longer than one day.
In the breakout mode we can't predict the direction in which we are going to enter the trade. All we
can do is predict that there should be an expansion in volatility. Therefore, we must place both a
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buy-stop and a sell-stop in the market at the same time. The price movement will then //pull us
into" the trade.
Here are the rules:
1.

Identify an ID/NR4.

2.

The next day only, place a buy-stop one tick above and a sell-stop one tick below the
ID/NR4 bar.

3.

On entry day only, if we are filled on the buy side, enter an additional sell-stop one tick below
the ID/NR4 bar. This means that if the trade is a loser, not only will we get stopped out with
a loss, we will reverse and go short. (The rule is reversed if initially filled on the short side.)

4.

Trail a stop to lock in accrued profits.

5.

If the position is not profitable within two days and you have not been stopped out, exit the
trade MOC (market on close.) Our experience has taught us that when the setup works, it is
usually profitable immediately.

Here are a few examples.
EXHIBIT 19.1 S&P 500-December 1994

1.

An ID/NTR4 day. Tomorrow, we will place a buy-stop one tick above today's high and a
sell-stop one tick below today's low.

2.

We are filled on the sell side. A second buy-stop order is placed one tick above yesterday's
high in case of a reversal.
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3.

This type of sell off is fairly rare (18 points in five trading sessions!), but they are the reason
to trade this setup. This strategy gives you small gains and small losses, eventually
producing a setup such as this one.

EXHIBIT 19.2 S&P 500-june 1995

1.

The range of the S&P bar on March 9, 1995, is the smallest range mi four days and is an
inside bar.

2.

Our buy-stop is placed at 488.20 (one tick above the previous day's high) and is triggered
on the opening at 488.50. The sell-stop placed at 486.10 (one tick below the previous day's
low) is doubled in size in case of a reversal. As you can see, the market explodes, closing at
495.00, up 6.50 points from the opening. As this position becomes more profitable
throughout the day, a trailing stop should be used to lock in the profit.

3.

The market rises steadily over the next week. Our position has a healthy 10+ point profit,
bringing us to another ID/NR4 setup on March 20. (For simplicity's sake, let's assume that
we locked in our profits from March 10, 1995 and are flat.)

4.

This type of setup happens from time to time and is a good example of what you can
occasionally expect.

•

ID/NR4 setup

•

Buy-stop filled at 500.75

•

Sell-stop and reversal sell-stop filled at 498.90

•

Next day (two days after the setup) the market closes .45 points above our sell point. The
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position is closed out.
•

The loss from the March 20,1995 setup is approximately 2.25 points plus slippage and
commission.

If you trade this strategy and most other strategies in this manual, you must get used to this type of
trade. As we mentioned in the previous example, this setup pattern often makes and loses small
amounts of money, and occasionally you will get a trade that explodes, such as the one that
occurred on March 10, 1995.

EXHIBIT 19.3 Abbot (ABT)-1995

1.

An NR4 inside day.

2.

A sharp 10 percent two-day sefl-off.
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EXHIBIT 19.4 Natural Gas-February 1996

1.

An NR4 inside day.

2.

The breakout is to the upside. As you can see, the market opens on its low and doses on its
high. You will often see this type of pattern from this setup.

3.

A trailing stop will ensure locking in profits as the position corrects itself. Also, notice how
the market rallies a few days later. Unfortunately, we will miss these occasional moves to
assure capturing the one to four day profits.

LARRY.
The reason to trade this strategy is because the losses are small, and occasionally a big winner
will fall into your lap.
LINDA:
The typical "GO FISH strategy! Keep dropping your pole in the water and once in awhile you'll
catch a big one.
LARRY.
Yes. It's also important for traders to realize the importance of stopping and reversing on a
same-day whipsaw, because often that "big one" follows a "fakeout" losing trade.
LINDA:
It's amazing how sometimes the best trades occur after one group of market participants has been
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trapped. They'll later become fuel for the fire when their losses deepen. It definitely takes a certain
amount of fortitude to trade breakouts.
LARRY.
Even if a trader chooses to skip trading patterns like these, it is vitally im~ portant to be aware of
an initial low-volatility, range-contraction setup- At the very least, never try to trade against moves
exploding out of these points. Better just to let the day go if you don't feel comfortable climbing on
board.
LINDA:
That's true. Many novice traders misunderstand swing trading as a license to buy weakness or sell
strength. When a trend day comes along, they get their head handed to them. It is a sucker play
because the initial low volatility creeping mode of a trend day lures people into thinking they can
get by without a resting stop order in the marketplace. When the market starts to run away, it's
natural to freeze up. Almost every trader has experienced this.
It is so important to identify the conditions when not to swing trade (i.e., low-volatility
environments). Then we can work on capturing the breakout and learning how to jump on board
this impulsive action.
LARRY..
What other patterns from Toby's book do you trade?
LINDA:
One of the simplest concepts which I use regularly is Toby's NR7. This represents the narrowest
range of the last seven days. I automatically use this as a filter to switch to a breakout mode the
day following an NR7. This means that I will not try to countertrend trade. Instead, I will try and
enter the market in the direction it is moving.
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CHAPTER 20
HISTORICAL VOLATILITY MEETS TOBY CRABEL
First, let's review historical volatility It is simply a mathematical measurement of how much prices
in a particular market fluctuate over a set period of time. The actual formula is provided in the
Appendix, but it is also included as a study in many market software programs.
There are two interesting properties of volatility you should be aware of. The first is that it is quite
cyclical-even more than price. The second is that it is more highly auto correlated than price
changes. Mat does this mean? Well, when volatility reverses direction, it is more likely to continue
in that direction. Thus, once volatility starts to contract, it will continue to decrease until it reaches a
critical reading. At this point, the cycle will reverse itself. Then when the volatility expands, the
ensuing explosion will continue to propel the price in one direction.
We combine the historical volatility indicator with Toby Crabel's NR4 day or an insideday pattern to
identify these critical points. We have found this combination does a good job pinpointing explosive
moves.
Here is the setup:
1.

First, we will compare the six-day historical volatility reading to the 100-day historical
volatility reading. We are looking for the 6/100 reading to be under 50 percent (in other
words, for the six-day historical volatility reading to be less than one-half the 100 day
historical volatility reading).

2.

If rule one is met, today (day one) must be either an inside day or an NR4 day. When both
rules one and two are met, we now have a setup.

3.

On day two, place a buy-stop one tick above the day-one high and a sell-stop one tick below
the day-one low.

4.

If your buy-stop is filled, place an additional sell-stop one tick below the day-one low. (The
reverse applies if your sell-stop is hit first.) This will allow you to reverse the position in case
of a false breakout. This additional sell-stop is done on the entry day only, and expires on the
close of this day. A trailing stop should be used to lock in profits on a winning trade.
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Here are three examples from the bond market that occurred in late 1994 and early 1995.
EXHIBIT 20.1 Bonds-December 1994

1.

September 8, 1994, bonds have an inside day, an NR4, and a 6/100 day historical volatility
reading under 50 percent.

2.

A buy-stop is placed at 101-27, one tick above the day-one high, and a sell-stop is placed at
10108, one tick below the day-one low. Our sellstop is filled and a second buy-stop order is
placed at 10127. The market experiences a sharp sell-off and the bonds drop nearly a point
and one-half for the day.
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EXHIBIT 20.2 Bonds-June 1995

1.

May 1, 1995, all the pieces are together again: an inside day, an NR4, and a 6/100 day
historical volatility reading under 50 percent.

2.

Bonds trade one tick above the day-one high of 105-13 and we are long.

3.

Bonds move sharply higher and our protective sell-stop moves with the rise.

4.

The Historical Volatility Meets Toby Crabel setup pattem identifies to the day the biggest
weekly rally bonds have had in six years.
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EXHIBIT 20.3 Bonds-March 1995

1.

February 13, 1995, bonds experience an inside day and the 6/100 day historical volatility
ratio is under 50 percent.

2.

The next morning bonds open at 101-28 and we are long. An additional sell-stop order is
placed at 101-08, one tick below the day-one low.

3.

Bonds move on an intraday basis 44 ticks (over $1350/contract) higher.
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EXHIBIT 20.4 Micron Technology (MU)-1995

1.

An NR4 and a 6/100 day historical volatility reading under 50 percent.

2.

The market breaks to the upside and proceeds to appreciate over 20 percent in two weeks.
EXHIBIT 20.5 Crude Oil-January 1996

1.

An NR4 combined with a 6/100 day historical volatility reading under 50 percent.
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2.

The market opens above the previous day's high and we are long.

3.

Crude oil trades more than 50 cents above our previous day entry point.

EXHIBIT 20.6 Soybean Oil-December 1995

1. An NR4 combined with a 6/100 day historical volatility reading under 50 percent. Tomorrow, we
will have a buy-stop one tick above today's high of 26.85 and a sell-stop one tick below today's
low of 26.62.
2. Our sell-stop is triggered and we double our buy-stop at 26.86 in case the market reverses.
3. The market loses over 100 points in six trading sessions.
LINDA:
I love this strategy. Some powerful moves occur from these signals.
LARRY.
That's because it combines the best of two worlds. We are mathematically identifying periods of
historically low volatility and at the same time we are also identifying these same periods with
pattem recognition.
LINDA:
Why do you use a 6/100 period for historical volatility? In your first book, you used a 10/100 day
period.
LARRY.
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The 6/100 day period helps identify short-term moves better than the 10100 day period, which is
more appropriate for intermediate-term moves.
LINDA: So you are only looking for a very short-term move from this setup?
LARRY. Yes. I will stay in the position as long as it continues to move in my favor. Usually though,
I am out within one to four days.
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PART FIVE MARKET MUSINGS
CHAPTER 21
SMART MONEY INDICATORS
LINDA:
These are some broader market indicators that I have used for trading the S&P and for monitoring
the market in general. They are subjective tools and should always be used in conjunction with
another indicator or pattern. However, I felt that specific enough guidelines could be given for their
use and consequently you might find them useful.
SMART MONEY INDEX
The first indicator is called the "Smart Money Index I came across it in Barrons in the mid1980s. It
was presented as a long-term indicator and it was used as a summation index to pinpoint
long-term tops and bottoms by looking for divergences in the index against the price action in the
Dow. I use the concept on a short-term basis in an entirely different waywhich we'll present to you
here.
The smart money index is appropriate in a swing trading book if only to heighten a trader's
awareness of weak hands (public speculative money.) versus strong hands (smart, informed
money), and the significance of morning reversals.
The general thesis is that weak hands (i.e., the public) tend to make emotional, uninformed
decisions in the first hour of trading. The professionals represent the smart money and control the
last hour of trading. The smart money index is comprised of the net change in the Dow for the first
hour versus the net change in the Dow for the last hour.
Here is how you create the index.
1.

Take the net change for the first hour in the Dow. Multiply it by -1. For example, if
yesterday's close in the Dow was 4980 and after the first hour of trading today the Dow
closes at 4985, it would have a net change of +5. Multiply this by -1 to get -5.

2.

Take the net change for the last hour in the Dow and add it to the final number in rule 1. For
example, if the Dow is at 4990 at 3:00 EST and closes the day at 4984 (4:00 EST), we add
the last hour's net change of -6 to –5 for a total of -11 on the day.

3.

A running summation index of the first hour (inverted) net change and the last hour's net
change is logged.

Here are some more calculations to illustrate the Index's computation.
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You might want to look at the total summation index for historical purposes, but the only number
that I use is the individual days reading at the close. If the day's sum reading is greater than 20,
look to be a buy-er the next day. If the day's sum reading is less than 20, look to be a seller the
next day. High readings usually accompany significant intermediate term reversals in the stock
market. On average, four to five signals will be given per month.
It really pays to be conscious of how a market trades in the last hour. Again, if you are long and the
market closes firm, carry your position

home overnight. There are overwhelming odds that the market will follow-through the next
morning. Also, be especially on guard against making emotional mistakes in the first hour of
trading. This applies not only to the S&Ps but to all markets. You don't want to get trapped by an
early morning reversal.
TICK INDICATOR
This next indicator is used only for trading the S&Ps. I'm sure many traders are already familiar
with it. For those who are not, the tick represents the difference between all the stocks listed on the
New York Stock Exchange that are on upticks verses all the stocks trading on downticks. A chart
of the tick can almost function as an overbought/ oversold indicator. In this case we are going to
look for tick divergences.
There are several reasons why this pattem is included in this book. The first is that it again
illustrates the important concept of a test. In this particular case it also includes a nonconfirmation,
or principle of divergence. Second, far too many people try to overtrade the S&P We know of
countless traders who make money in the morning and give it back in the afternoon. It is far more
important to concentrate on a few choice strategies than to try to capture every move. (Greed will
absolutely be one's undoing in the S&P market.)
Third, if a trader did nothing but concentrate on this one pattern, he or she would be able to make
a living trading. It takes patience though to wait for just one setup!
BUY SETUP (SELLS ARE REVERSED)
1.

The S&P must make a morning low where the ticks give a reading of less than -350 (minus
350).

2.

The S&P then must make an equal or lower low in price at least 90 minutes later. The tick
must make a higher low than it did the first time. (Even five ticks higher is sufficient for this
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pattem.) If the ticks improve from this second low point by 100 ticks, we will enter
at-the-market. A protective sell-stop is then entered at the low of the day.
3.

Trail a stop to protect any accrued profits. I usually like to protect at least 50 percent of any
equity gained (e.g., if the market rallies two points, move the stop up to lock in at least one
point.)

4.

You may hold a winning trade oven-tight and take profits on followthrough the next morning.
In the S&P it is usually best to be very defensive with any quick gains. A trailing stop will
often close out the trade before the end of the day.

Study the examples and then paper trade this pattem first. You should notice that the more
volatility the market has, the better this trade will set up. It is critical to have a resting stop in the
market after you have entered a trade. The best trades will show a profit right away!
On October 5, the S&P makes a lower low while the tick makes a higher low. When the tick rallies
back by 100, this confirms the end of the downtrend. We buy the S&P at-the-market and place a
stop beneath the recent low. The market rallies another 4 points.
EXHIBIT 21.1 S&P-5-Minute
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EXHIBIT 21.2 S&P-5-Minute

The market makes a higher high while the tick makes a lower high. When the tick sells off by 100,
we sell the S&P at-the-market and place a stop above the recent high. The market sells off another
three points. (Notice how the S&P formed a fakeout shakeout pattern leading to the sell-off.)

It is also useful to be aware of any extreme intraday readings-high or low-in the tick, even if no
divergence sets up. This information can help you anticipate a trade for the next day (the day after
the high reading). For example, when a majority of stocks are on an uptick, and the market is able
to register an intraday reading of greater than 400, this represents strong buying power. Everyone
is buying! What happens the next day when nobody is left to buy?
If day one registers a reading of ticks greater than 400, then on day two we will look to short a
morning rally. If day one registers a reading of lower than -400, then on day two we will look to buy
a morning pull~ back. Please remember to always use stops when entering on a reversal in the
S&P. This pattern will not serve you particularly well in an extremely strong trending market.
However, I used it throughout the bull market rally of 1995, and it worked quite well. It is also useful
to watch the tick on an hourly chart. Look for two to three consecutive +/- 400 readings over one to
two days to set up a reversal.
The main trick to successful S&P trading using this type of pattem is to look for 5-minute or
30-minute Turtle-Soup patterns on the bar chart. You must have the patience to wait for the test
and not try to pick a bottom or top!
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EXHIBIT 21.3 $SPX and Tick-60 Minute

When the tick reaches a reading of greater than 400 or less than ~400, we will anticipate the
market making an intraday reversal the next day It usually presents a significant trading
opportunity.

EXHIBIT 21.4 $SPX and Tick

Clusters of tick readings that are greater than 400 or less than -400 warn of potential
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intermediate-term reversals.
ARMS INDEX
The last indicator we would like to mention is the Arms Index, originally known as the TRIN, or
Trading Index.
This is a ratio of two ratios: advances /declines divided by up-volume/down-volume. It is a standard
transmission on all data-feed services. We will use a five-day moving average of the Arms Index. A
reading greater than 1.20 indicates a potential intermediate-term bottom or oversold condition. A
reading less than .80 indicates a potential short-term top or overbought condition. These are
short-term trading opportunities only (one to three days).
As with any overbought/ oversold indicator, the Arms Index can give premature signals in a
strongly trending market. We have found the buy signals to be more reliable than the sell signals.
(This could be due to an obvious upside bias over the last 15 years.)
Lots of professionals have kept either a 5- or 10-day moving average of this indicator at some time
or another. Many consider it part of their daily routine to log this number at night along with moving
averages of the advance/decline line (which helps monitor the market's breadth).
Study the examples and then determine for yourself if it would be of service to you. We have found
it to be particularly helpful when trading equities. The best trades come when there is a confluence
of signals from several indicators which all point in the same direction.

EXHIBIT 21.5 TRIN

The arrows mark the places where the five-day moving average of the TRIN hit a reading of
greater than 1.20 (buy) or less than .80 (sell).
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CHAPTER 22
MORE WORDS ON TRADE MANAGEMENT
"Trust also your own judgement, for it is your most reliable counsellor.
A man's mind has sometimes a way of telling him more than
seven watchmen posted on a high tower.”
Ecclesiasticus

Now that you have seen our trading strategies, let us share a few more lessons we've learned over
the years.
First, if you are a beginning trader, only paper trade initially Enter each trade in a ledger exactly as
if you were trading with real dollars. You must take it seriously! Only after you have a legitimate
record should you trade an actual account.
You will realize that most of your profits are small and you will probably be disappointed. However,
most of the losses will be small, too, and this is the way trading usual ends up. Your first goal in
trading should be to become a breakeven trader.
With time and practice, the losses will become smaller and might even become scratches (no loss
at all). With luck and experience, there will also be a small handful of large trades in a month. In
this respect, trading is strictly a game of preservation of capital. Then one gets lucky once in a
while, and everyone should realize by now that luck is the residue of effort!
Many beginning traders feel overwhelmed by looking at too many technical indicators. As the old
saying goes, if you give a person one watch, they'll know what time it is. If you give that person two
watches, they'll never be certain what time it is! Most of the time, oscillators and moving averages
are not going to all line up at once for the perfect trade. Approach the market in tiny bite-sized
pieces and it will be more manageable. Much of the time, even professionals don't have a clear
picture of what is going on, but they have learned to have the patience to wait for select, specific
setups. You must learn to trade on only the most recognizable and reliable patterns.
You must also learn to watch for the signals that the market itself gives you. Notice what it is telling
you when it has shallow reactions. If it doesn't want to go down, the next move up should be -very
strong. It is also important to note its response to bullish or bearish news.
•

Your own preconceived opinions about where the market might go will be your biggest
enemy. The opinions of friends or brokers will be your next biggest enemy.

•

Don't carry losing positions overnight! This one piece of advice will save you thousands of
dollars. It is far better to exit and try entering at a more favourable level the next day.

•

Correct mistakes immediately! If the market is closed and you realize you made a mistake,
get out on the next day's opening. Don't try to trade out of it. The odds are that a losing
position will get worse as the day goes on!

•

If the market offers you a windfall profit on a trade, you must lock it in! This means either
take profits or trail an extremely tight stop on any balance. It is vitally important to be
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defensive and not give back profits when swing trading.
The lower your expectations, the happier you will be. Be pleasantly surprised when a windfall
occurs, but never be looking for "the big one." The market will decide how much profit to give you.
Only you can decide how much to limit your loss.
It's not unusual for beginners to give up all control to the markets. They wait for the market to give
them a profit. They wait for a loss to occur so they know when to get out. Their profits and losses
can be said to be determined by the market itself.
More seasoned traders know that while the markets do indeed give profits when they're agile
enough to grab them, they (the traders themselves) determine their losses. Your only control over
the markets, your best control over your profitability lies in determining your risk, that is, how much
you decide to lose when a trade turns against you.
The trader who masters this one, single concept will have taken the biggest step we know toward
consistent profitability.
Lastly, take these patterns and make them your own. Create your own variations; take our ideas
and modify them. These concepts will provide a good, solid foundation, but ultimately experience
will be your best teacher.
LINDA:
I think by now we've harped enough about money management. What is one more thing that
contributes to a trader's success?
LARRY.
Consistency It's the only way to know if what you do works or if it doesn't work. If you are
constantly tweaking indicators, you'll never learn whether they work or not. Most of the patterns in
this book are conceptually simple.
LINDA:
Yes! We are both firm believers in the K.I.S.S philosophy (Keep it simple, stupid.) Much of trading
really comes down to having the mental fortitude to grind it out.
LARRY..
I think some people have the misconception that professional traders make money every day.
Everyone feels that he or she is the only one who is not making money
LINDA:
No way. Professionals can have high and dry times, too! Even floor traders can go weeks without
being profitable. You just have to step back and ask, "How much did I lose during these periods?"
LARRY.
That's why I say a person's first goal should be to become a break-even trader. If you wait for good
setups and follow the rules, it usually doesn't take long for a winning trade to make back a string of
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losses.
LINDA:
It's very analogous to playing poker. The real discipline is in waiting for the right hands. You don't
have to play every hand but you must bet very aggressively when you have the best hand. Don't
bet money when the odds are not fully in your favor!
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CHAPTER 23
BE PREPARED !
The importance of doing your homework the night before to prepare for the next day's trading
cannot be emphasized enough! The whole object of swing trading is to anticipate setups so that
we are not in a reactive mode the next day Spontaneous trades are not a good way to make a
living' Just as the professional athlete must have a game plan, so must the professional trader.
Have you ever noticed how many athletes have a programmed routine they go through? Routines
and rituals keep us in a steady frame of mind. They help us to focus solely on the task at hand-in
this case, the next day's trading opportunities.
When we started comparing notes on how we prepare for the next day's trades, we discovered that
we do basically the same thing. We do our homework in the evening (which takes some planning
considering we both have families), and also we both keep lots of notebooks!
We thought it would be interesting and educational for you to see our thought processes on
preparing for the day.
LINDA:
I guess I’m fortunate to have had some good role models when I first started in the business
because by nature I tend to procrastinate. If I haven't prepared for the next day, it's easy for me to
feel overwhelmed, and I'll tend not to make any trades at all. I've pretty much adopted the routine
of two people I worked for in the early 80s. I'm sure I wouldn't be successful today without this
discipline.
The first person I worked for had a routine of logging numbers such as closing prices and the
10-day moving average of the Arms Index, advance/declines, put-call ratios, etc. He also updated
a book of charts published by Security Market Research each night. This service had an oscillator
which was also plotted by hand. The routine took 45 minutes and was done every night. The next
morning, the charts were studied on the hour-long BART train ride into San Francisco, when any
interesting buy or sell setups were written out. Once in the city, another hour was spent checking
the previous day's trades and writing out new stock orders. This person started out as a floor trader
in the equity options in 1978 and is still a professional trader today.
The second person I worked for was also a floor trader in the equity options. He would be at work
1 1/2 hours before the market opened and would stay for two hours after the close. What would he
do? Update charts by hand, draw trend lines, study the day's trades he had made, look over all the
trades I had made and comment on them (UGH), write out his trading cards for the next day, enter
his exit orders before the opening to take advantage of any opening gaps in his favor, scan the
exchanges for any undervalued out-of-the-money call options that other traders might have
forgotten about ... you know, I think I could write a whole book just on this person's routine. The
point is, he was one of the least conspicuous traders on the floor but he was probably one of the
most profitable. And guess what? ... He's still down on the trading floor today. He was adamant
about following a particular methodology. I never really saw him deviate from his personal style of
trading.
My first boss made a living selling option premium and my second boss made his living buying it.
Yet both were consistent in their particular trading style. I'll never forget the saying of my second
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boss: -Trading is a business like any other business. Learn to buy wholesale and sell retail. If they
don't come for your inventory mark it down and move it out the door" (This is called taking a loss,
by the way.)
From my first mentor I adopted a routine of logging the numbers every day. I have the same
information on my computers, but it doesn't mean anything to me unless I write it down by hand. I
have notebooks full of numbers, stored in my basement, which I'll never look at again. But they are
my proof that I did my homework every night. This was the first similarity with Larry that I
noticed-notebook-itis.
LARRY.
I write down every trade I make in addition to my daily P&L. I know how much I have made or lost
each day I've also kept every notebook.
LINDA:
When did you start keeping notebooks?
LARRY.
When I decided to become a professional trader. It has now become a habit.
LINDA:
Do you keep any type of daily worksheet?
LARRY.
I keep a special one for the S&P's. I also write down any special setups in the futures for the next
day-and I'll also write down the daily high and low of a market. Then I program this information into
my Bloomberg terminal. I also get a daily printout from Trade Station of any setups, but truthfully, I
like walking through each market individually and looking for setups on the charts. It is more
tedious but it gives me a better feel for the markets.
LINDA:
Do you do this with the equity markets in addition to the futures markets?
LARRY.
Yes, I do; I follow about 100 equities. I also scan for news both at night and in the morning.
LINDA:
That's a lot of information to process.
LARRY.
Well, I try to narrow the information down to the setups I believe have the most potential. If I have
too many things to look at I feel scattered.
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LINDA:
Same here. I'll note all the setups the night before on a worksheet but I might only end up making
one to three trades the next day. Either things don't set up quite right, or I don't like the way the
market opens. I miss a lot of trades, too. It's better to follow fewer markets and make one good
trade than to get sloppy and disorganized. It's like poker. Don't make the bet unless the hand sets
up just right.
LARRY.
The Patience Game.. . Do you write down your trades?
LINDA:
Absolutely. Writing down your trades is the best exercise in the world. I write down the date and
time I entered the trade, buy/sell, quantity, contract, and fill price. The log remains open until I
close out the trade, at which time I enter the exit date and price. Only then do I calculate the profit
or loss. Needless to say, when you have a nasty losing trade, it really sticks out. There's also good
incentive to lock in winners because then you can actually record the profit in your log.
I have to share a little story with you. It is an excellent habit to write down your equity every day,
which I do. However, I allowed myself to become impressed with new account highs ... oh, in April
1988. Kiss of Death! What a jinx on my account! It was impossible to make money after that. Now I
start each month at zero and track it only for the month.
LARRY:
Euphoria is an absolute enemy. My friend who is a market wizard said that he started off his year
each January at zero and would build it up from there.
LINDA:
Actually, that's a very common practice among floor traders. The people I worked for went beyond
that. Each month they would actually draw any profits out of the account to bring it back down to a
certain level. They figured that if there weren't any profits in the account, they couldn't lose them!
LARRY:
You know, I have to comment on something you brought up earlier. It was when you were talking
about how you have to go about your routine each day, grinding out trades, and then two or three
times a month you get the perfect trade and have a windfall. This is exactly what happens with me.
I originally thought I was lucky and that being a good trader had nothing to do with it. Now I know
better.
LINDA:
That's right. The good traders are the ones who can hold their ground the majority of the month
and participate in that small handful of trades that are windfalls. The real skill is in not losing
money!
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CHAPTER 24
FINAL THOUGHTS
When we decided to create this manual, our goal was to write a book that presented strategies in a
simple and concise manner. We hope we have achieved our goal and we hope you enjoyed
reading this manual as much as we enjoyed writing it.
We believe that successful trading does not have to be complicated. The strategies taught to you
in this manual identify times when the odds favor a move in one direction. By having the patience
to wait for those setups you will have an edge over the many traders who "shoot from the hip. ',
By now, we are sure you are aware of how we feel about money management. In our opinion,
none of the strategies in this book work without the rigid use of stops. In accordance with this, we
would like to end this manual with a research study done by a friend of ours, Fernando Diz, a
finance professor at Syracuse University His work reveals the reasons why Commodity Trading
Advisors (CTAs) succeed and fail. Professor Diz's research comes to one conclusion: money
management is the real secret to trading success.
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CHAPTER 25
THE SECRETS OF SUCCESSFUL TRADING
by Fernando Diz'
A question that is often asked by anyone aspiring to be a trader is: What makes a trader
successful?
Anyone who has read Jack Schwager's two Market Wizards books will know that there are at least
three components to successful trading: the trader's psychological makeup, the trading system's
edge, and strict money management. Although knowing about these provide you with very useful
general guidelines, any trader aspiring to be successful could benefit from a more systematic study
of traders' successes and, more important, failures. With this purpose in mind, I conducted a study
of 925 CTA programs over the 19741995 period. (2)Since I am not a psychologist,
(1) Fernando Diz is an assistant professor of finance at Syracuse University School of
Management.
(2) The data used in study was provided by the Barclay Trading Group. Special thanks to 'Sol
Waksman and Peter
Nicols for their helpful comments.
I only focused on the last two components of successful trading: the edge and money
management. The purpose of the study was to find out how the edge and money management
affect a program's success. 3
The definition of success in this study was very simple: a CTA or program was successful if it was
able to stay in business. Of the 925 CTAs or programs studied between 1974 and 1995, 490 are
still in business while the remaining 435 went out of business.
The "edge" of a program was proxied by five different and complementary measures:
•

Monthly compounded return-bottom line performance of a program or trader.

•

Maximum monthly return-return on the most successful month. Proxy for the program's
return potential and whether it is trading at optimal levels.

•

Sharpe Ratio-measure of returns per unit of standard deviation. Allows you compare
returns of programs with different volatility.

•

Skewness of returns-a positive number tells you that the program has a tendency to
generate returns higher than the mean more often than normal.

•

Kurtosis of returns-measures how returns are packed around the mean relative to a normal
distribution. A positive number tells you that there is higher probability of finding returns
near the mean compared to a normal distribution.

The first one is the monthly compounded rate of return over the life of the program. This measures
the level of returns that the program has been able to yield over its life. To give you an idea of the
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range of returns that you can find among different programs over their lives, the maximum monthly
return was 10.36 percent and the minimum monthly return was -6.04 percent. The second
measure of the edge was the return on the most successful month. This measure focuses on the
magnitude of
3 Diz, Fernando (1995), CTA Survival and Return Distribution Characteristics, working paper,
Syracuse University.
potential gains and gives you an idea of the magnitude of the program's edge and whether the
program is trading at optimal levels or not. The program with the most successful month had a
return of 319 percent while the program with the smallest most successful month had a return of
0.8 percent. The third measure used was the Sharpe ratio. This is a measure of returns per unit of
risk. It allows you to compare returns from programs with very different risk characteristics.
Suppose that you have two programs A and B that have the same monthly compounded return,
but program A has a Sharpe ratio that is two times as large as that of program B. What this means
is that program A can generate the same returns as program B but with half the risk or volatility.
The last two measures of the edge, skewness and kurtosis, are rather technical and give you an
idea of how capable a program has been in generating larger returns with a high degree of
probability.
just as edge measures increases in a CTMs equity curve, money management looks at the dips
and recoveries in that curve.
The quality of the program's money management was proxied by five different measures:
•

Standard deviation of returns-consistency with which programs achieve their returns. Gives
you an idea of what kind of drawdowns and large returns to expect.

•

Maximum monthly drawdown-magnitude of potential loses. Gives you an idea of risk
controls and whether the program trades at optimal levels or not.

•

Months to recover from worst drawdown-other things equal, programs with good money
management will recover quicker than programs with poor money management.

•

Standard deviation of times to recover from drawdown-measures the consistency with
which programs come out of drawdowns.

•

Time to recover from worst drawdown as a percent of the program's life indicates how
much of a program's business life was spent recovering from the worst drawdown.

The first one was the standard deviation of monthly returns. The standard deviation gives you an
idea of the probability of big hits or large drawdowns relative to the program's average monthly
return. The sec~
ond measure of money management was the maximum monthly drawdown. This measure focuses
on the magnitude of potential losses and gives you an idea of both risk controls and whether the
program is trading at optimal levels or not. To give you a better idea of the magnitude of
drawdowns that you can find, the largest drawdown was 81 percent, while the smallest drawdown
was no drawdown at all. The average monthly drawdown for all programs studied was 16 percent.
Although looking at any single monthly drawdown is important, perhaps even more important is the
amount of time that it takes a program to come out of a loss. For example, suppose that a
program's initial equity is $1,000,000 and that in the next month the program experiences a 25
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percent drawdown, reducing its equity to $750,000. What is the maximum number of months that
would take the program to bring the equity back to $1,000,000? This is what the third money
management variable measures. It took 137 months for the worst program in this category to
recover from its worst drawdown. It is not surprising that after failing to recover from its worst
drawdown in more than 11 years, this program went out of business. It took an average of 20
months for the average program to recover from its worst drawdown. This measure is important
because it can be theoretically shown that a program with good money management can recover
from drawdowns much faster than a program with poor money management. What does this
mean? It means that if you look at two traders that have the same edge (system), the one with
better money management will recover from drawdowns faster. What if one trader has a larger
edge than the other? If both traders use good money management, the one with the larger edge is
likely to recover faster from drawdowns. So much for the academic explanation. What is more
likely to happen out there?
I have looked at the most successful trend-follower traders out there and found that their
distribution of monthly returns is remarkably similar; they have a comparable edge. The big
difference between them is in their losses. The traders with the highest average returns have
consistently smaller losses. This is an example of money management improving your existing
edge.
The fourth money management variable measures the consistency with which programs recover
from drawdowns. A large number for this measure means that programs do not recover
consistently from their losses over time. This is probably related to both the edge of the program
and its money management alike. The last money management variable measures
the longest time that a program spent recovering from a drawdown expressed as a fraction of the
program's life. For example, if a program had been in business for 24 months and it spent 12
months recovering from its worst drawdown the value of this variable would be 0.5. This variable
tries to capture the importance of a program's worst drawdown relative to the time that it has been
in business.
The results of the study show that both the edge and money management strongly affect CTAs
likelihood of success. This general result only confirms what The Market Wizards had suggested.
But my interest was much more specific than that. I wanted to know if there were important
differences between the successful (survivors) and the unsuccessful (out of business) CTAs or
programs. First, I looked at their edge. You can see the results in Exhibit 25.1.
Two things definitely stand out from looking at the results in Exhibit 25.1. Successful programs
were able to yield a monthly compounded rate of return 48 percent higher than unsuccessful
programs.
EXHIBIT 25.1 Average Values for the "Edge" Variables for Successful and
Unsuccessful Programs

More importantly, not only were they able to generate larger returns for their clients but they did so
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with lower risk than the unsuccessful programs. The average Sharpe ratio for successful programs
was 61 percent larger than the one for unsuccessful programs. The ability to generate larger
returns with lower risk leads us to the second component of successful trading: money
management. The results of a similar comparison are shown in Exhibit 25.2.
EXHIBIT 25.2
Average Values for Money Management Variables for Successful and
Unsuccessful Programs

The results in Exhibit 25.2 are quite revealing. Successful programs' returns are 11 percent less
variable than those of their unsuccessful counterparts. Furthermore, successful traders experience
lower maximum drawdowns, they recover from drawdowns faster, and they are more consistent in
doing so. Finally, notice that unsuccessful programs spend a larger proportion of their business life
recovering from their worst drawdown!
The lesson from these results is clear: successful traders have a larger edge and much better
money management than unsuccessful traders. Remember that these are average differences
between successful and unsuccessful programs. These results do not tell you however, which one
of these two components might be more important in explaining success. This is exactly the
question that I wanted to answer. The question that I asked myself was: If I had to explain success
with only one, or two variables, which ones would give me the most explanatory power for discriminating between successful and unsuccessful traders? As you will .see, the results were rather
astounding.
If I had to explain success with only one variable, the one that predicted success or failure most
accurately was the amount of time a program spent recovering from its worst drawdown as a
percentage of its life.
Very small values of this variable were associated with success, and very large values predicted
failure. An important lesson to be drawn from this finding that is particularly suited to traders who
have been in business for a very short time is: Avoid large drawdowns and recover from them
quickly if you want to stay in business (but do not increase risk to do it!). More interestingly, when
you include the maximum number of months that it takes a trader to recover from its worst
drawdown in the analysis, these two variables alone explained 88 percent of the predictive power
of a model with all the edge and money management variables put together! This clearly
demonstrates that although unsuccessful traders have a smaller edge over successful ones, their
smaller edge is not the cause of their failure; their money management is! In fact, their smaller
edge may very well be a result of poor money management. This is quite revealing. What it
basically tells us is that most CTAs or programs that have gone out of business had enough of an
edge to stay in business! The cause of their failure can be traced to poor money management.
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Two of the most important components of successful trading are the edge of a system and sound
money management. This study confirms this notion. Successful traders have a larger edge and
better money management than unsuccessful traders. Unlike popular belief however, this study
shows that the smaller edge of unsuccessful traders is not the cause of their failure. Traders failure
can be explained almost exclusively by their poor money management practices.
The techniques taught in this book will give you the trading edge you need. If you want to increase
this edge, the importance of money management cannot be stressed enough.
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SPECIAL REPORT

THE ADVANCE/DECLINE
MARKET BUSTER
One of the better ways to time the stock market is with advance/decline averages. When the
average gets too high, the market is overbought and is likely to reverse. When the average gets
too low, the market is oversold and is also likely to reverse. The one aspect that hinders all traders
is how to properly identify, and time these Situations when they occur.
The Advance/Decline Market Buster addresses the above predicament. Let's fir-it look at the rules
and I will then explain how and why this methodology. works
1.
2.

Take a three-day average of the advances minus declines on the NYSE.
Plot the three-period RSI (Welles Wilder's Relative Strength Index) of =1. the RSI is above
70, it is overbought and when the RSI is 30, it is over-sold.

3.

Sell the market when the RSI downticks from the above 70 level and the following rules are
met: a.The RSI change (thrust) is less than 40 and b.The market today is under its 100-day
exponential moving average. I will explain both in a second.

4.

Buy the market when the RSI upticks from the below 30 level and the uptick is less than 40
and the market is trading above its 100-day exponential moving average.

5.

Exit in three days or on a 2 percent stop.

Let's look at rules 3 and 4. First, the change in direction of the RSI tells us the market is likely
reversing from an overbought or oversold condition. Second, a thrust of under 40 means the
reversal probably was not exhausted. When the RSI thrust is extremely large, it usually means that
the reversal has pretty much already occurred. Third, by trading only in the direction of the
market's overall trend, we assure ourselves of not fighting longer-term market momentum.
The results show a better than $700/trade edge and more impressively, in spite of the bull market,
a small profit on the short side.
As I have mentioned before, 1 do not trade mechanically. I use this indicator to tell me when a
directional bias may exist in upcoming days. Also, by combining other signals pointing in the same
direction, you will increase its effectiveness even further.
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